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Abstract 
[Excerpt] This reporting period represents a time of important change for the Federal Government. We are 
all aware of the increased sense of urgency in the Congress and the Administration to ensure that the 
Government serves the public in a more efficient and cost-effective way. Consistent with the intent of the 
Inspector General Act, my office continues to work extensively with the Department of Labor, the 
Congress, and other Federal Agencies to this end. 
During this reporting period, through audits, investigations, and congressional testimony, my office 
focused on two areas of major concern to the public: employment and training and health care. As a 
result, I have structured this report to focus predominately on our main concerns and accomplishments in 
these areas. Some of the major issues in the employment and training area include the need to: 
• Ensure a valid measurement of return on investment and an adequate level of 
accountability in the Job Training Partnership Act Program so that Federal training funds 
are safeguarded and effectively utilized (p.2); 
• Enhance overall performance of the Job Corps Program before expansion of the program 
is considered (p.3);and 
• Ensure that the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit Program, which the OIG found to be largely 
ineffective,is not reauthorized (p.14). 
I also have continuing concerns in the health care area including: 
• The continuing losses to the Government from fraud by claimants and providers in the 
Federal Employees' Compensation Act Program (p.15); and 
• The vulnerability of Multiple Employer Welfare Arrangements to fraud and abuse, 
particularly through the emergence of bogus labor unions (p.18). 
In addition, my office continues to identify and implement streamlining initiatives to carry out our 
functions in the most efficient and cost-effective manner. These include: consolidating administrative 
functions, reducing manager-employee ratios,and cross-training employees so that, through attrition, we 
can further streamline our workforce. 
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THE INSPECTOR GENERAL'S MESSAGE
This reporting period representsa time of importantchange for the FederalGovernment. We are all aware
of the increased sense of urgency in the Congress and the Administration to ensure that the Government
serves the public in a more efficient and cost-effective way. Consistent with the intent of the Inspector
General Act, my office continues to work extensively with the Department of Labor, the Congress, and
other Federal Agencies to this end.
Duringthis reporting period, through audits, investigations,and congressionaltestimony, my office fo-
cused on two areas of major concern to the public: employment and training and health care. As a result,
I have structured this report to focus predominately on our main concerns and accomplishments in these
areas. Some of the major issues in the employment and training area include the need to:
Ensure a valid measurement of return on investment and an adequate level of
accountability in the Job Training Partnership Act Program so that Federal training
funds are safeguarded and effectively utilized (p.2);
Enhance overall performance of the Job Corps Program before expansion of the
program is considered (p.3);and
Ensurethat theTargetedJobsTaxCreditProgram,which the OIG found tobe largely
ineffective,is notreauthorized(p.14).
I also have continuing concerns in the health care area including:
The continuing losses to the Government from fraud by claimants and providers in
the Federal Employees' Compensation Act Program (p.15);and
The vulnerabilityof MultipleEmployerWelfare Arrangementsto fraud and abuse,
particularly through the emergence of bogus labor unions (p.18).
In addition, my office continues to identify and implement streamlining initiatives to carry out our functions
in the most efficient and cost-effective manner. These include: consolidating administrative functions,
reducing manager-employee ratios,and cross-training employees so that, through attrition, we can further
streamline our workforce.
Iwould like to thank my colleagues in the OIG for their effortsto make Government work better. As in the
past, my staff and I remain committed to working with Secretary Reich and the DOL management team to
reduce fraud, waste, and abuse of Federalfunds and to ensure that DOL programs are effective and cost-
efficientL-,_'_j
InspectorC,-feneral
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ties. The Office of Investigations' monetary results also include administrative and civil actions which are further detailed and
defined in an Appendix on page 46 of this report.
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EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING
During this reporting period, my office devoted significant audit and
investigative resources to several aspects of employment and
training programs administered by the Department of Labor. The
OIG also provided congressional testimony on our main concerns
with some of the programs and on areas that need congressional or
departmental action, particularly as Congress considers restructur-
ing the Nation's job training system.
The Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA) is the largest training
THE JOB TRAINING program administered by the Department of Labor (DOL). The
PARTNERSHIP ACT purpose of JTPA is to prepare youths and adults facing serious
barriers to employment: for participation in the labor force, by
....... providing them with training and other services that will result in
increased employment and earnings. In Fiscal Year 1995, Congress
appropriated over $5 billion for JTPA.
PERFORMANCE In congressional testimony, the OIG raised its concerns that the
MEASURES Department still has not instituted outcomes-based performance
AND ACCOUNTABILITY measures to show the return on investment for the JTPA program. A
recent OIG audit determined that ETA performance measures are a
mix of workload information and short-term performance measures,
and do not adequately reflect program mission or effectively
measure performance. (Report No. 03-95-005-03-340; issued Dec. 21,1994)
Although the current performance measures have come a long way
since the early days of JIPA, they still do not get to the fundamental
issues of Ionq-term economic self-sufficiency, increased employ-
ment and earnings, reductions in welfare dependency, and
increased educational attainment and occupational skills, as
required by JTPA. The OIG believes that, without such measures, the
effectiveness of JTPA cannot be properly evaluated.
The OIG is also of the opinion that Congress needs to ensure the
standards of accountability established by the JTPA 1992
amendments are preserved, if a block grant approach to job training
is considered. JTPA was,amended to improve procurement as well
as program and cost accountability. The amendments were partially
in response to problems and abuses identified by OIG audits.
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The OIG believes services will not be maximized, nor costs
minimized,withoutavalid measurementof returnon investmentand
a level of accountability adequate to ensure that the investment of
public monies is safeguarded andjustified.
THE JOB CORPS Onemajorarea ofauditfocus hasbeenthe JobCorpsProgram.The
PROGRAM Job Corps Program is authorized under Title IV of the JTPA and
funded at almost$1billion peryear. The Job Corps isa residential
education and training program to assist disadvantaged youth to
become more employable and productive citizens. During this
reportingperiodmyoffice issuedseveral reportsondifferentaspects
of this program. We also worked extensively with the Department
and the Congresson several initiatives to ensure improvements in
programperformance.
Initiatives by Job Corps Forexample, inJanuary,the DirectorofJobCorpsand theAssistant
and the OIG InspectorGeneralforAudit, togetherwith their seniormanagers,met
to discussthe needfor changestothe managementandoversightof
the Job Corps Program. Also discussedwas future OIGauditwork
which will assist in implementingthese changes. Among the topics
considered were: performance measurements, poor performing
centers, contracting procedures, screening and recruitment of
students,and cost analysisof centeroperations.
Refining Job Corps' Performance Measurement System
One important area discussed is the need to improve Job Corps'
performance measurement system. The Job Corps plans to
enhancethe effectivenessof itsperformancemeasurementsystem
by: (1) developing and using student and employer satisfaction
surveysinPY95; (2) implementingfollow-upwithstudents13weeks
after placement inPY95, and establishinga performancestandard
for PY96;(3) issuinganadditionalplacementstandardfor PY95,and
revising policies to require placementassistance and supportfor a
6-month period after termination, rather than just up to the initial
placement; and (4) seeking legislative authority to access Social
Security and Unemployment Insurance data on a regular basis to
assist infollow-up activities,suchas assessingprogramoutcomes.
The OIG is of the opinion that performance standards are an
importantmanagementtool. Inthe course of JobCorps audit work,
ifproblemsor difficultieswith thestandardscometo OIG'sattention,
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they are reported to the Job Corps. Such situations occurred in the
recent OIG audits of: the Transportation Communications
International Union's Job Corps training programs and the
Gainesville, Florida, Job Corps Center.
Improving Poor Performing Centers
During the next several months, the OIG will make an in-depth
analysis of centers' operations to determine those common factors
which contribute to poor performance. The OIG will audit and
compare those centers with both historically positive and historically
poor performance records. The Job Corps will participate in this
effort by contributing one person to each of three audit teams.
In addition tothisjoint effort, the Job Corps and the OIG agreed that
Job Corps should: (1) develop a technical assistance guide for using
data analysis to improve center operations and performance
outcomes; (2) provide special training to key management staff from
poor performing centers on using data analysis to improve
operations and performance outcomes; (3) provide intensive on-site
technical assistance by a team of Job Corps experts to 3-4 of the
poor performing centers (the operating contractor or agency must
agree to the assistance plan); and (4) propose a legislative
amendment requiring J'IPA Title II job search assistance for Job
Corps terminees.
Improving Contracting l_rocedures
To strengthen Job Corps' contracting procedures, we agreed that
Job Corps should: (1) increase the role of past performance in
making contracting decisions; (2) seek authority from appropriate
ETA and departmental officials to immediately terminate poor
performing contractors; (3) seek legislative authority to contract out
the operation of Civilian Conservation Centers where the agency has
not been able to perform adequately; and (4) for the purpose of
upgrading the effectiveness of screening activities, revise the
method of contracting for outreach and screening services.
Improving Screening and Recruitment of Participants
There was consensus that: (1) assessing the level of commitment on
the part of youth during brief application interviews is difficult; (2) the
current screening policy is oriented more toward inclusion rather than
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closescreening;(3)thecurrentqualityof screeningisuneven;(4)the
professional capability of somescreeners needs to be increased;
and (5)performancestandardsaddressingqualityofscreeningneed
to be implemented.
Job Corps andthe OIG agreed that Job Corps should: (1) allocate
additional resources to increase the applicant pool available for
more selectivescreening; (2) require morestringent application of
certain eligibility criteria; (3) require that applicants demonstrate
motivationto profit fromthe Job Corpsexperience;(4) develop and
pilot test procedures requiring applicants to obtain any criminal
recordsfromtheappropriatejurisdiction;(5) pilottestpre-enrollment
drug screening; (6) complete performancestandards for outreach
and screening currently under development (to include standards
measuringthe successof studentssentto thecenters); (7) increase
emphasison job placement;and (8) becauseof barriers to placing
theminmeaningfuland permanentemployment,stop accepting16-
yearolds into the program and decrease the enrollment of 17-year
olds.
Using Cost Analyses The JTPA recognizes that job training is an "investment in human
to Evaluate capital" and mandates that "criteria for measuring the return on
Center Operations investment be developed." Since 1987, the OIG has prepared
statements of "cost-based programresults" (audit reports) for Job
Corps' programoperationswhich matchfinancial costs (input)with
programresultsstatistics(output).The reportsrepresentOIG'seffort
to provide clear and reliable information for program decision-
makers.
The initial positiveresultsof participation in the Job CorpsProgram
include: placement in employment, enrollment in other schools,
learninggains,GEDattainment,or enlistmentin themilitary. TheOIG
reportsaddressedthe initial resultsof the investmentandthecost to
taxpayers. The reports, however,did not assess the potential long-
.term benefits of participation in the program, such as reduction in
public assistance orunemployment. Through a ranking procedure
based onthe applicationof their respectiveperformancestandards,
the statementsof"cost-based programresults"alsowere designed
to highlight a center's performance.
The OIG iscurrently in the process of completing a similar audit for
ProgramYear1992. With certainenhancements,theJobCorpshas
recently adopted OIG's format for summarizing program statistics.
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The next OIG cost analysis reports will also include the unaudited
program statistics for the period July 1992 through January 1995.
Because Job Corps has made important policy and procedural
changes in its statistics gathering efforts, the inclusion of the
unaudited program results statistics may be of benefit to program
decision-makers and to interested third parties.
OIG Testimony In addition to our auditwork and technical assistance, the Inspector
Regarding the General provided testimony before three congressional committees,
Job Corps Program including the Senate Labor and Human Resources Committee. The
OIG testimony focused on several issues, identified in OIG audit
reports, that have hindered Job Corps operations for years. The
Inspector General testified that the following issues (most of which
were identified by our cost analysis report for Program Year 1990)
should be addressed before the Administration seeks to expand the
program with additional centers:
(1) Many consistently poor performing centers showed little or no
improvement;
(2) Therewere no measurable learning gains forabout one-fifth of
the students who left the program;
(3) The placement status was unknown for about one-fourth of the
students who left the program;
(4) Only 13 percent of the students who left the program obtained
employment in the skill for which they were trained; and
(5) About $400 million is needed for capital improvements at the
110 centers currently in operation.
This congressional scrutiny resulted in Job Corps' adoption of a new
"Code of Conduct", a policy to address violence and drug use at the
centers, which became effective February 27, 1995.
JTPA TITLE II1- Another major area of focus has been the JTPA Title Ill retraining
RETRAINING OF program for dislocated workers. The purpose of this program is to
DISLOCATED return dislocated workers to productive employment. For Program
WORKERS Years 1991 through 19q3, program expenditures totalled over $2
billion, of which over half was spent on retraining.
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JTPA Title III was amended by The Economic Dislocation and
Worker Adjustment Assistance Act (EDWAA) in 1988, which was
enactedineffortsto improvethequalityandefficiencyofemployment
and trainingservicesto dislocatedworkers. A"dislocated worker" is
aworker who lost his/heremploymentbecauseof changes orshifts
inthe economy,especiallyan individualwho isnot likely to returnto
employment in his/her previous occupation or industry. A key
provision of the revised legislation encouraged the implementing
statesto takea long-termviewof workerretraining,and requiredthe
expenditureofat least50percentof Title IIIgrantfunds on retraining
activities.
Audit of Title III The OIG performeda nationwideauditof Title III retraining services
Retraining Services provided to dislocated workers who terminated from the program
during the yearendedJune 30, 1992. The primary audit objectives
were to determine if the program was successful in assisting
dislocated workers to return to the workforce, and to inform the
Congressand theETAabout programperformance in the absence
of comprehensiveoutcome data.
Thisaudit analyzesoutcomesfor individualswho receivedretraining.
This is thefirst oftwo auditsto examine the overall impactof Title III
retraining efforts. The second audit will compare the outcomes of
dislocated individuals who received retraining to the outcomes of
similardislocatedindividualswho did notparticipate in the program.
The OIG is of the opinion that a morecomplete assessment of the
program's successcan beobtained by comparing the employment
results ofthese two groups.
Participants Obtained The purposeof Title III is toreturndislocated workers to productive
and RetainedEmployment; employment. Inthiscontext,the programwas successful. Program
Earned Comparable Wages participants were reemployed, remained in the workforce, and
regainedtheirpriorearningpower.
However, there is a need to improve the percentage of former
participantswho areworking in training-relatedjobs (currently less
than50percent). The OIGalsofound thatthere isa needtodevelop
and maintain outcome information so that managers can achieve
continuous improvementby identifying what training activities are
most successful, and policy makers can determinewhether or not
results warrant the statutory emphasis and minimum expenditure
level (50percentof sub-stategranteefunds)on retraining activities.
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The OIGfound thatafter leavingthe program:
° 8 outof 10 participants were reemployed at various points in
time. The participant reemployment rate was 79 percent at
termination and 84 percent at time of the OIG contact, which
averaged 32 monthsfrom termination.
o Fifty-fourpercentof the participantsworkedall the timeand 77
percentworkedat least75percentof the time.
• Whencontac'tedbythe OIG,56percent ofthe participantswho
foundjobswere earning equalorgreater wagesthan the layoff
wage and the average wage was 100 percent of the layoff
wage.
These results surpassed the outcomes presented in the Bureauof
Labor Statistics (BLS)study of worker displacement for the period
January 1991to December 1993.
On average, participants who obtained training-related jobs
recovered over 100 percent of their former wages while the
participantswho foundjobs unrelatedto retrainingdid not. However,
at any point in timeduring thefollow-up period, less than half of the
participants were working in training-related jobs. The remainder
were either in jobs that did not relate to retraining or were
unemployed. Participant.,;believedthat theycouldhave obtained60
percent oftheir jobs without the benefit of retraining.
High Participant The OIG found participant satisfaction with the overall Title III
Satisfaction with the retraining program was high, except that it was the participant's
Retraining opinionthatthe retrainingwasonlyhelpful ingetting47 percentofthe
jobs. Ofthosewho obtainedemployment,69 percentwere satisfied
with their currentjob,and:58percentwere betteroffwith their current
jobsthan their layoffjobs. Sixty-fivepercentofthe participants rated
the overall Title III programas eitherextremelyor quite helpful.
Conclusions In addition to the primary benefit of retraining, EDWAA program
participation provides incidental benefits which enhance the
employability of an individual, such as self-esteem and group
support. There is a need, however, to strengthen the relationship
between occupational :skills obtained through retraining with
employment utilizing these skills. The collection and analysis of
outcome informationwill provide managerswith the opportunity to
accomplishthis.
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Since audit results determined participants who obtained training-
related jobs were"better off" than those who did not, it is desirable for
individuals leaving the program to obtain employment in the same
areas as the retraining. To assist in this, program managers should
be able to determine labor market conditions and whether the
participants are being adequately prepared for available jobs.
With outcome information, policy makers can determine if program
performance warrants adjusting the statutory emphasis and
minimum (50 percent) expenditure level of retraining.
Recommendations The OIG recommended that the Assistant Secretary for ETA ensure
that:
(1) In conjunction with state and local officials, specific EDWAA
retraining goals and objectives are identified and established.
(2) States establish systems which collect and report outcome
information at termination, and at least 1 year after termination.
(3) States identify which retraining opportunities are best suited for
different categories of displaced workers.
(4) In conjunction with state and local officials, an effort is made to
review applicable systems to increase the number of jobs that
utilize the skills obtained through retraining.
ETA Response ETA generally concurred with the OIG recommendations, and stated
that the report was helpful in their ongoing efforts to increase
customer satisfaction and improve program outcomes. (ReportNo.02-
95-232-03-340;issuedMarch31,1995)
AUDIT & INVESTIGATIVE Consistent with our oversight responsibilities under the Inspector
ACTIVITIES IN JTPA General Act, the OIG issued several audits and conducted several
investigations into various other aspects of the JTPA Program, as
follows.
Significant Title II and Title IV.Audit Work
JTPATitle II authorizes employment and training services for eligible
youth and adults and is funded through grants administered by the
states. In addition to Job Corps, JTPA Title IV also authorizes
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employment and training programs designed to meet the special
needsof seasonalfarmworkers.
AuditRecommends The OIG examined the Georgia Department of Labor's (GDOL)
More Efficient Followup telephone surveymethodfor determiningthe employmentstatus of
of JTPA Participants former JTPAparticipants.
The OIG determined that data obtained through the surveys was
reliable, but relativelycostly to collect. The OIG concluded thatthe
needed informationcouldbeobtainedata substantiallyreducedcost
through inquiries of existinq Unemployment Insurance (UI) wage
history files, andestimatedthesesavingsat $475,000 overa2-year
period.
Inorderto useUIwageinformationforthis purpose,however,certain
barriers will have to be eliminated. For example, ETA's JTPA
performance measurement criteria will have to be modified to
accommodate information that is readily available in the wage
histories. Slight modifications will also be required of information.
collectedbythe states. TheOIG isofthe opinion these barrierscan
besuccessfullyaddressed.A beneficialby-productof usingUIwage
history data is the potential identification of employers who are not
reporting participant wages and not paying State unemployment
insurancetaxes.
The OIG recommendedthat ETA(1)makenecessarychanges in the
JTPAparticipant informationwhich it requiresbecollected, (2)allow
statesto useUIwagehistory informationto conduct JTPAfollow-up,
(3)encouragethestatestorecorda commonEmployer Identification
Number inJTPAand UIwage history files, and (4) provide for more
extensiveuseof statistical samplingto gather required information.
(Report No. 04-95-013-03-340; issued Feb. 28, 1995)
AuditQuestions In response to allegations of improper charges to JTPA grants
JTPA Expenditures administeredby theCentralSavannah RiverArea Employmentand
by School Board Training Consortium (Consortium), the OIG audited Consortium
activities for the periodJuly 1991through June 1994.
The Consortiumcontractedwiththe RichmondCountySchoolBoard
to provide remedial educational services to JTPA-eligible youths
whowere at riskof prematurelydroppingoutof school. The program
servedbothJTPA-eligibleand otherschoolyouth. JTPAregulations
require that costs maybe,charged to the program only to the extent
10
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that JTPA-eligible youth receive benefits from the program. The audit
determined the JTPA was charged a disproportionate share of
program expenditures.
The OIG questioned $195,475 in JTPA reimbursements because
these funds were used as a replacement for school board
obligations, which is in violation of JTPA regulations. We also
questioned $20,973 because these charges were in excess of the
JTPA fair-share of program costs. The OIG recommended ETA
recover all questioned costs from the Consortium. (Report No.04-95-
003-03-340; issued Dec. 22, 1994)
AuditofCalifornia The California Human Development Corporation (CHDC) is a
Corporation Questions nonprofit corporation that receives JTPA funds directly from the
overS1 Million in Costs Department to operate employment and training programs for
migrant and seasonal farmworkers in California, Oregon and
Washington State. At ETA's request, the OIG completed an audit of
the direct costs reported by CHDC's California component for
operations during the 3-year period ended June 1994. The audit
resulted in questioned costs of $1,064,390, which represents 15
percent of all program expenditures for the audit period.
The primary reasons for the questioned costs were: (1)
administrative expenditures charged to the "training" cost category
(which allowed CHDC to avoid reporting to DOL violation of a grant-
imposed 20 percent limitation on administrative expenditures); and
(2) charges to DOL for costs actually incurred under CHDC contracts
with State of California and Napa Valley governmental organizations.
(Report No. 18-95-008-03-365; issued Mar. 1,1995)
ETA Disallows $1.1 million of CHDC Expenditures
ETA has disallowed over $1.1 million (95 percent) of the
expenditures previously questioned by the OIG in its audit on the
operations of the State of Washington component of CHDC. (Report
No. 18-94-018-03-365; issued Aug. 18, 1994)
Seasonal Farmworker The Mississippi Delta Council for Farm Workers Opportunities, Inc.
Program Expenditures of (MDC) is a non-profit organization which, since 1972, has conducted
$230,000 Questioned employment and training programs exclusively for Mississippi's
seasonal farmworkers. At ETA's request, the OIG audited MDC's
JTPA grants for the 2-year period ended June 30, 1992.
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The audit resulted in $229,969 in questioned costs. The questioned
costs resulted predominately from funds (representing the costs of
unused sick leave) that were inappropriately deposited into a
severance pay fund and paid to separating employees. (ReportNo.18-
95-013-03-365; issued March 31,1995)
OIG Questions $259,000 The OIG audited the indirect costs and rates proposed by the
in Costs Proposed National Governors' Association (NGA)for the 2-year period ended
by NGA June 30, 1993. The OIG,questioned $259,000 of the charges to the
proposed cost pool of $6.5 million, and recommended reduction of
the Fiscal Years 1992 and 1993 final indirect cost rates. The OIG also
performed a limited review of NGA's direct charges to DOL and other
Federal grants. (Report No. 18-95-011-07-735; issued March 31,1995)
DOL Grant Officer Disallows Costs Previously Questioned by OIG
A DOL Grant Officer has issued Final Determinations on three OIG
audits of NGA grants for the 6-years ended September 30, 1991.
The Final Determinations generally affirm the OIG audit positions and
disallowover $900,000 olrthe $16 million NGA charged to its indirect
cost pools over this period. These disallowed costs include
$515,000 in funding from several Federal Agencies, including DOL.
(Reports No. 18-92-023-07-735, 18-93-016-07-735, 18-93-017-07-735)
Si.qnificant JTPA Investiqative Activity
In addition to our audit work, over the years my office has devoted
significant investigative resources to detect and deter JTPA
program fraud. Inthe last 5 years, we have opened 516 JTPA cases,
of which 374 have been concluded. As reported in previous
semiannual reports, however, the lack of uniform program
administration and the disparity in local implementation of
regulations and reporting procedures have made criminal
prosecution of such cases extremely difficult. Consequently, the OIG
has an ongoing project to review our JTPA investigations to date, in
order to evaluate our cumulative results. These results will serve as
the basis for our future investigative strategy in this area.
The following cases are examples of the serious problems and
criminal schemes that our investigations continue to disclose.
Guilty Pleas forJTPA Following a $296,000 JTPA fraud investigation, the operators of
Funds Embezzlement Quality Plus, Inc. (QPI) pied guilty to Federal charges. Kathleen
Bacon Miller pied guilty to theft and embezzlement charges. Barak
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Miller pied guilty to embezzlement charges. As detailed in our last
Semiannual Report, our investigation determined that the operators
and instructors of QPI, an Atlanta secretarial school funded with JTPA
monies, were fabricating test scores for JTPA participants and
fraudulently collecting JTPAfunds. The investigation also identified
areas of program mismanagement. An audit of the contract resulted
in almost $300,000 being questioned.
The Millers' guilty pleas will have significant deterrent impact in the
Atlanta metropolitan area since QPI was considered a "preferred"
area contractor which dealt with three service delivery agencies. The
findings in this investigation should enhance state and local
monitoring efforts in benchmark based contracts. With their pleas,
the Millers each face a possible sentence of 20 years imprisonment,
5 years probation, and fines totalling $500,000. u.s.v. Miller,etal. (N.D.
Georgia)
Comptrollerlndicted Susan May, the comptroller for the Metropolitan Detroit Youth
in JTPAEmbezzlement Foundation (MDYF), was charged with embezzlement from a
Scheme federally funded organization. The MDYF is a community-based
organization that receives funding from private and public sources,
including JTPA funds, to provide job services, counseling, and
education opportunities to local youth. Mayworked as the MDYF's
comptroller and was responsible for all accounting activities within
the organization. The investigation disclosed that May used her
personal credit card to charge over $98,000 in personal expenses at
area businesses. May then wrote and remitted MDYF checks to
cover the costs of those charges, u.s.v. May(E.D.Michigan)
ComputerSchoolOwner The OIG conducted an investigation of the Queens Computer Center
Pleads Guilty (QCC) in NewYork, involving JTPAcontracts totalling $267,500. The
in JTPA Fraud Case investigation found that QCC's owner, Greg M. Ilag, fraudulently
claimed to have trained_nd placed participants in training-related
employment to obtain JTPA funds. Ilag pied guilty to a criminal
information charging him with mail fraud, in connection with
fraudulently obtaining some $85,000 in Federal funds. He is awaiting
sentencing, u.s.v. Ilag (E.D.NewYork)
SDA Fiscal Officer OIG investigative findings resulted inDonald Seaton, a Fiscal Officer
Indicted for Theft of forTennessee Service Delivery Agency 12 (SDA-12), being indicted
JTPA Funds on 18 countsof theft from employment and training funds. SDA-12
handles approximately $3.4 million per year inJTPAfuncls. An OIG
investigationdisclosed that Seaton allegedly diverted over $11,000
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in JTPA funds for his own use between April and November 1994, by
causing computer generated checks to be made payable to himself
for travel which did not take place. If convicted on all counts, Seaton
faces a potential prison sentence of 36 years and fines exceeding
$4.5 million, u.s.v. Seaton(W.D.Tennessee)
MONITORING OF JTPA As a result of our audit and investigative findings, the OIG is of the
PROGRAM opinion that it is vitally important for all Federal, state, and local
agencies involved in the administration of the JTPA program, to exert
leadership in a concerted effort to ensure that JTPA resources are
not mismanaged, squandered, or defrauded.
.................. In congressional testimony, the OIG also raised its concerns with the
THE TARGETED Targeted Jobs Tax Credit (TJTC) Program. The TJTC program was
created to encourage employers to hire members of hard-to-employJOBS TAX CREDIT
target groups, in exchange for Federal tax credits. The Joint
PROGRAM Committee on Taxation estimated that TJTC resulted in
expenditures and lost Federal tax revenues of nearly $300 million in
1994 alone. In a September 1994 audit, the OIG recommended that
the program be eliminated. Our recommendation stemmed from
findings in a nationwide audit that 92 percent of the individuals in our
sample would have been hired even without the tax cred it-- which we
believe subverts the intent of the program. We also found that hiring
decisions were typically made before an individual's TJTC eligibility
was determined.
While the program expired last December, we remain concerned
because, historically, the program has been allowed to expire, but
then reauthorized retroactively. We believe that the high cost and
ineffectiveness of this program place it squarely on the list of
programs that should be eliminated.
................ The OIG will continue to work closely with the Department and the
CONCLUSION Congress to reduce fraud, waste, and abuse of Federal job training
funds, and to ensure that the employment and training programs
• ' administered by the Department are effective and cost-efficient.
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HEALTH CARE
The Department of Labor administers, operates, or oversees many
worker-related health care programs. These include the
administration of the Federal Employees' Compensation Act
(FECA) program, which provides medical benefits and disability
compensation to Federal employees who are injured; the Black Lung
Benefits program, which provides medical costs and monthly
compensation to former coal miners disabled from pneumoconiosis
(black lung); and the Longshore and Harbor Workers' Act program,
which provides benefits to certain injured and disabled maritime
employees. The Department also has oversight responsibility for all
employee health benefit plans that are covered under the Employee
Retirement Income SecurityAct (ERISA).
Fraud in the health care arena, including the Medicare and Medicaid
HEALTH CARE programs, continues to be a major problem in the United States and
FRAUD it is growing. It is estimated that between $40 billion and $100 billion
is lost each year from the health care system due tofraudulent activity.
Since its inception in 1978, the OIG has been heavily involved in
combatting fraud in this area.
During this reporting period, thºeInspector General testified before
both the Senate and the House of Representatives to discuss the
efforts of the OIG in this area. The following section will discuss the
problem of fraud in the two largest DOL health care-related
programs: the FECA program and employer-sponsored health and
welfare benefit plans covered under ERISA.
FEDERAL EMPLOYEES' The Federal Employees' Compensation Act (FECA) program is the
COMPENSATION ACT basicworkers' compensation program that pays benefits to Federal
employees and certain other covered workers who incur a disability
or disease through on-the-job injuries or exposure. During FY 1994,
Federal agencies spent over $1.2 billion on compensation andS485
million on medical benefits.
The OIG's investigative focus in the FECA program can be divided
into two areas of concentration: claimant fraud and medical provider
fraud. In the area of claimant fraud, the most prevalent method of
defrauding the FECA program involves claimants failing to report
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earned income. Since the FECA program relies on claimant self-
certification of income, the potential forfraud is great•
Recently, the OIG has increased its focus on the medical service
providers as well as the beneficiaries• OIG investigations have
uncovered many schemes where doctors, clinics, pharmacists,
physical therapists, medical technicians, and providers of medical
equipment have billed thq-.,government for services that were not
rendered; filed multiple bi IIsfor the same procedure; billed for non-
existent illnesses or injuries; or overcharged the government for
services. It is often difficu Itfor the government to dispute claims for
reimbursement that are supported by a physician's medical opinion•
•Due to the size of this program and its vulnerability to fraud by
claimants and medical providers, the losses to the government can
be significant.
Some examples of our more significant FECA related investigations
during this reporting period are described below.
Doctorlndicted for An OIG investigation led to the indictment of Dr. Keith Gene
Billing for Services Winterowd, a licensed osteopathic physician, who primarily treated
Not Provided patients receiving federal or state workers' compensation benefits•
An undercover investigation, which included an OIG Special Agent
posing as a Postal Service employee, disclosed that Dr. Winterowd
had created and submitted fraudulent bills for payment of services
and treatments not rendered to his patients. He charged the
Department and private insurance companies for such alleged
services as traction and whirlpool therapy when these treatments had
not been provided. In fact, the investigation revealed that Dr.
Winterowd did not:have any therapy equipment. He had received
over $387,000 for his alleged medical services to federal and state
claimants over a 4-year period. This investigation was conducted
jointly with the U.S. Postal Inspection Service and the Texas Workers'
Compensation Commission. u.s.v. Winterowd(N.D.Texas)
Former Commerce Charles Martin Edgar, a former auditorwith the U.S. Department of
Auditor Sentenced Commerce, Office of Inspector General, was sentenced to 1year and
for FECA Fraud 1 day of imprisonment and fined $5,000 for defrauding the FECA
program. He was found guilty of three counts of making false
statements and one count of mail fraud. A joint OIG and Department
of Commerce OIG investigation disclosed that Edgarfailed to inform
the Department of his self-employment as a Certified Public
Accountant, a practicing attorney, and the owner/operator of a bar
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and restaurant while he fraudulently obtained over $280,000 in FECA
benefits. Edgar also obtained over $85,000 in benefits from two
automobile insurance companies by claiming to have suffered a
disability in a 1987 automobile accident. The reported injuries were
nearly identical to his claimed FECA injury, u.s.v. Edgar (D.
Massachusetts)
Former ATF Agent Mario F. Carsello, Sr., a former Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and
Pleads Guilty to Firearms Special Agent, pied guilty to two counts of making false
Making False Statements statements to obtain federal workers' compensation benefits in
excess of $200,000. Carsello had suffered an on-the-job injury in a
car accident in April 1986 and was awarded full disability benefits.
However, during the period that Carsello was collecting FECA
benefits, he operated Eastern States Home, Inc., a real estate/
property management enterprise, in a tri-state area. Carsello
attempted to conceal his involvement in the business by forging the
signatures of his three sons to numerous contracts, resolutions,
zoning records, and corporate checks. The Department has taken
action to have Carsello's FECA benefits terminated. This case was
worked jointly with the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms,
Office of Internal Security. u.s.v, carsello(E.D.Pennsylvania)
HEALTH AND WELFARE The OIG's Division of Labor Racketeering (LR) has a long-standing
BENEFIT PLANS tradition of success in health care fraud investigations. Since its
inception, LR has investigated the abuse of union-related and private
employer medical benefit plans falling under the protection of ERISA.
LR_sinvestigations into the influence of organized crime elements
over labor unions have uncovered many instances of abuses of union
benefit plans. In addition, the complexity of ERISA and the size of
many benefit plan asset portfolios make this area very attractive to
the unscrupulous. The following LR investigation illustrates the size
of benefit plan assets vulnerable to fraud.
Former Ironworkers Susan Kupfer-Lovin, a former employee of the Ironworkers Local 16
Health Fund Employee Health Fund in Baltimore, Maryland, was sentenced to 27 months
Pleads Guilty in incarceration and ordered to pay restitution of $44,917. Kupfer-
$1 Million Embezzlement Lovin and Sandra Edwards, another former employee of the
Ironworkers Local 16 Health Fund, had pied guilty to charges that they
embezzled approximately $1.3 million from the Health Fund by
diverting claims checks to themselves. The investigation revealed
that they had manipulated the Plan's computer programs so that
checks were made payable to themselves but charged to other Plan
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participants' accounts. They also manipulated the Plan's internal
accounting system sothat they were not identified as having received
the funds. They were able to escape the scrutiny of periodic audits
where random claims files were reviewed. Additionally, they routinely
destroyed hard copies of cancelled checks made payable to
themselves when the checks were returned by the bank. This
investigation ended a 7-year fraud scheme that threatened the
solvency of Local 16's health plan. Due in part to the precarious
financial position inwhich the health fund was placed, the Union was
forced to make special contract concessions to keep the Plan
solvent. Local 16's health plan no longer faces insolvency and the
Union can focus on other issues. Edwards is awaiting sentencing.
u.s. v.Kupfer-LovinandEdwards(D.Maryland)
MULTIPLE EMPLOYER Since 1989, LR investigative effort has focused on fraudulent Multiple
WELFARE Employer Welfare Arrangements (MEWAs), which provide medical
ARRANGEMENTS benefits primarily to smallPemployers who cannot afford to obtain
more traditional insurance. Unscrupulous MEWA operators take
advantage of the ambiguities in ERISA in order to create and run
"Ponzi" schemes designed to take premium payments with no
intention of covering any major medical claims. Some recent MEWA
investigative efforts follow.
Spokane Operator Thomas J. Hobbs, a former insurance agent, was sentenced to 12
of Failed Health Plans months imprisonment and a court-ordered restitution of $201,000.
Pleads Guilty He had pied guilty to mail fraud and embezzlement charges relating
to his operation of four health plans: Western Business Association,
Western Timber Association, Western Alliance of Agriculture, and
Western Plans, Inc.
Hobbs engaged in a scheme to cheat hundreds of businesses and
individuals of over $1 million in premiums paid for health care
insurance which was not provided. Most of the premiums were
diverted to salaries, commissions, and other administrative
expenses, including more than $400,000 which was paid directly to
Hobbs or entities under his control. Hobbs lured small businesses to
purchase his group health insurance plans by making false and
misleading representations regarding benefits to be provided, size
of the plans, length of the plans' operation, financial strength and
backing, and his authority to operate outside state insurance laws
and regulations. When Hobbs's health plans failed, subscribers
were left with more than $420,000 in unpaid health claims and no
health insurance coverage.
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This investigation ended a large scale fraud scheme that cheated
hundreds of individuals and businesses of more the $4 million. The
case was cited by the Washington State Deputy Insurance
Commissioner in testimony before the House Select Committee on
Aging as a significant example of the need for more stringent
regulations of multiple employer welfare arrangements. This
investigation was conducted jointly with the Pension and Welfare
Benefits Administration. The Washington State Insurance
Commissioner's Office and the Washington State Attorney
General's Office provided valuable assistance, u.s.v. Hobbs(E.D.
Washington)
Insurance Administrator Edward Zinner, the administrator of two health care plans, and his
and Associates Plea Guilty associates Jeffrey C. Neal, MarkWaldron, and William Moulton, pied
in Million Dollar guilty to a variety of charges including racketeering, mail and wire
Fraud Scheme fraud, and making false statements, in a scheme that bilked health
insurance subscribers in 26 states of more than $1 million.
Zinner marketed and administered two Virginia Beach, Virginia,
based health insurance plans, the Atlantic Plan and the American
Plan, that received more than $12 million in subscriber premiums
from November 1990 to the present. When selling the plans, Zinner
falsely claimed that the plans were properly insured, that they had
sufficient reserves to pay claims, and that they were exempt from
State regulation. The defendants embezzled funds that were to be
held in trust for payment of health benefit claims. They used the funds
for personal business debts, entertainment expenses, no interest/no
term loans, and personal lines of credit. The government is also
seeking forfeiture of more than $1 million in cash and real and
personal property acquired with proceeds of the fraud, u.s.v. Zinner
etal. (E.D.Virginia)
In addition to investigative work in the FECA program, the OIG's
REVIEW OF Special Projects Office (SPO) conducted a review of the program's
POSTAL SERVICE effectiveness and efficiency. At the request of the U.S. Postal
FECA PROGRAM Service (USPS) and the Director of the Department's Office of
Workers' Compensation Programs (OWCP), a joint review of the
' administration of the FECA program for injured Postal Service
employees was conducted by the U.S. Postal Inspection Service and
the SPO.
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This review was the first comprehensive evaluation to jointly examine
both an employing agency's and OWCP's program performance
from the point of injury through re-employment. The objective of this
review was to determine whether the workers' compensation
program was operating effectively inboth organizations in order to:
(1) ensure that injury reports and compensation claims of injured
Postal employees were timely and effectively processed and (2)
ensure that work-capable FECA claimants were returned to the
workplace as soon as possible.
The review disclosed noteworthy efforts by both the USPS and
OWCP, which have substantially improved the management of the
program, particularly with respect to the timely re-employment of
injured workers. However, our review also identified a need for
further program improvements by both organizations. This is needed
to ensure that Postal Service employees (who suffer job related
injuries or illnesses) are consistently afforded the benefits
established under the FECA Act and that they are returned to work as
soon as possible. The following paragraphs summarize the results
of the OIG review:
o OWCP District offices processed both "notice of injury" and
compensation claim forms received from USPS in a timely
manner. However, claims for compensation benefits were
often not submitted by USPS to OWCP in a timely manner,
resulting in interruptions in the incomes of over half of the injured
employees whose claims were reviewed. In addition,
authorizations for medical expenses under FECA were not
routinely made available to Postal employees as required.
While USPS offices usually submitted reports of traumatic
injuries and occupational illnesses to OWCP within the
established time frames, we identified systemic enhancements
which could further improve the adjudication process.
- Communications between the USPS Injury Compensation Unit
and OWCP personnel relative to challenged or controverted
FECA benefit claims were not always sufficient to ensure the
effective and efficient resolution of these claims. The study
found that 28 percent of the Postal Service's controversions
were based upon reasons not provided in the regulations nor
otherwise related to FECA eligibility criteria and other
controversions did not include adequate supporting informa-
tion. In addition, OWCP District offices did not provide
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completeexplanations to the Postal Service for 28 percent of
the controverted claims which were accepted as eligible for
benefits.
• Communicationsindicating thatsomePostal Service officials
may have hindered, delayed or discouraged the filing of
compensation claims and notices of traumatic injury or
occupationaldisease (inviolationofthe FECAAct)werefound.
These communications were not consistently brought to the
attentionof OWCPmanagersand/or referredfor investigation
when appropriate.
• OWCP District offices had obtained required medical
information invirtually all ofthe long-term disability caseswe
reviewed. However, follow-up actions necessary to pursue
sufficientmedicalevidenceto clearly indicate the extentofthe
claimants' continuing disability were not initiated in a timely
manner in approximately 46 cases (which represented 37
percentof thecases reviewed). In23of thesecases,wefound
that the physicians' reports on file indicated some work
capacity, which OWCP did not follow-up on. More timely
development of complete medical evidence was noted in
cases administered under OWCP's recent management
initiatives than inolder periodic roll cases.
, Although the Postal Service and OWCP's initiatives have
returnednumerousinjuredemployeesto theworkplace, 30 (24
percent) of the 125 PostalService FECA claimants reviewed
with long-termdisabilities continued to receivecompensation
benefitsfor prolongedperiodsafter medical reportsconfirmed
their ability to perform limitedduties. Of these 30 employees,
the PostalService was responsible for delays in reemploying
21. The review also disclosed that OWCP had not
implementedtimelyactionswith respecttothreeclaimantsand
bothagencies contributedto delays in returning the remaining
six employees to work.
• OWCP systems did not ensure that transfers of health
insurance enrollment documentsand responses to investiga-
tive materialswere alwayscompleted ina timelymanner.
The Department's response to the draft report outlines OWCP's
commitmentto implementsubstantivecorrectiveactionswith regard
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to each of our recommendations. In particular, OWCP's revised
approach to technical assistance for employing agencies, designed
to identify and resolve agency specific problems, should enhance
inter-agency communications and ensure more effective perfor-
mance of workers' compensation program responsibilities by
employing agencies. The Deputy Postmaster General's response to
the draft report also committed the USPS to implement corrective
actions with respect to each of the Postal Inspection Service's
recommendations. These proposed corrective actions include the
reporting of all on-the-job injuries to the USPS Injury Compensation
Units within 24 hours of oral notification by employees to improve the
timeliness of claims submissions, revisions to various workers'
compensation procedures, and increased program monitoring. In
addition, USPS is providing budgetary incentives to encourage local
operating managers to offer limited duty assignments to their partially
disabled employees.
............................. The health care arena will continue to be a high priority for the OIG.
CONCLUSION The OIG will monitor the integrity and efficiency of the FECA program
through its investigations, audits, and program reviews. In addition
to these efforts in the FECA program, the OIG will emphasize
investigations of service providers to employee benefit plans, which
are controlled or influenced by organized crime. The OIG's goal is to
remove them from participation in both ERISA-covered benefit plans
and federally-funded health care programs. The OIG also seeks to
recover the illicit proceeds generated by fraudulent activity and to
create a deterrence to future criminal conduct.
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OFFICE OF AUDIT
During this reporting period, the Office of Audit issued 184 audits of
program activities, grants, and contracts. Of these, 12 were
performed by OIG auditors, 15 by CPA auditors under OIG contract,
12 by state and local government auditors for DOL grantees and
subrecipients, and 145 by CPA firms hired by DOL grantees and
subrecipients. A list of these audit reports is contained in the Audit
Schedules Section of this report.
Audits issued in this reporting period questioned $ 4.5 million in
costs. In addition, departmental agencies issued management
decisions disallowing a total of $ 4.6 million of costs, in response to
current and previous audit recommendations.
The Chief Financial Officers Act (CFO Act) was enacted in 1990 to
THE CHIEF improve financial management and accountability in the FederalGovernment. However, 5 years later, the Department has not fully
FINANClAL implemented the functions of a CFO in accordance with the CFO Act.
OFFICERS ACT Although the Department has proposed several financial
management organizational structures to OMB, it has not received
approval for its most recent plan, which was submitted in Oc,tober
1994. The Department, however, has begun implementing certain
organizational changes.
Although the proposed plan appears to be in accordance with the
CFO Act (with respect to the major duties and responsibilities of the
CFO), the implementation of the plan does not seem to be. This is
because: (1) financial management functions of the five major
departmental agencies remain decentralized and under the control
of the respective Assistant Secretaries rather than the CFO, and (2)
the financial management functions of the National Capital Service
Center (which performs financial services for all DOL agencies) are
under the direct control of the Assistant Secretary for Administration
_ and Management rather than the CFO.
Critical to successful implementation is for the CFO to have fu,LI
authority to enforce the financial policies of the Department. As the
current plan is being implemented, the CFO can promulgate policy,
but does not have the authority to enforce such policy. Therefore, the
currently proposed CFO organizational structure does little to bring
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the accounting and financial management functions of the
Department under the direction of a single entity.
A result of this structure isthat recommendations stemming from the
annual financial statement audit have remained open for several
years. The OIG is of the opinion that the CFO's effectiveness in
resolving and closing these recommendations has been severely
hampered by the lack of authority over financial managers.
FINANCIAL While the Department's audited financial statements were due to
STATEMENTS OMB by March 1, the Fis,cal Year 1994 statements have not been
issued. As a result, the OIG and CFO requested an extension from
OMB on the deadline to submit the statements. It is important to note
that the Government Management Reform Act makes this date a
statutory requirement effective with the FY 1997 statements. The
deadline was established for two reasons: (1) to ensure the financial
information is useful and timely, and (2) the Government-wide
audited financial statements are completed by March 31. Therefore,
it is important that (;hanges in the process be made to ensure that the
Department has the ability to meet this deadline.
The timely completion of the audited financial statements depends
on both management (to c,lose its books and prepare the statements)
and the OIG (to audit those statements). The OIG is concerned that
too much of the Department's accounting is performed after the close
of the fiscal year. Although the compilation process can compensate
to allow for the preparation of complete and accurate annual financial
statements, it cannot compensate for the pot_.ntial inaccuracy or
incompleteness of interim financial reports.
While the Department issued draft financial statements January 31st,
it continued to process adjustments to those statements. Even if the
Department had fully met its internal deadline of January 31 st for
completion, the OIG woulId not have had sufficient time to workwith
the Department to finalize the statements and complete the audit and
related reporting by Marc,h 1.
The Department was also late in providing a complete copy of the
overview and supplemental information sections of the financial
statements. This information was not presented to the OIG until
February 21, 1995 (6weeks after the Department's own internal due
date and only 8 days priorto the due date for the final audited annual
financial report, March 1).
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A major problem with meeting the noted deadlines isthe low priority
given to performance measure reporting. Both agency and
departmental staff assigned to coordinate the gathering of the
performance information had other assigned duties, such as
preparation of the budget and appropriations hearings, which were
considered higher priorities. Additionally, the Department's plan for
assembling performance measure data from the agencies was
inadequate to meet the March 1 deadline. The plan did not require
the agencies to agree to the Department's time frames, submit
individual plans for meeting the Department's deadlines for
submission of agency information, nor require the Department to
review these plans for adequacy. The plan also lacked definitive
follow up procedures to ensure timely submission of data.
The Office of the Chief Financial Officer and the OIG have agreed to
jointly develop a timeline to ensure the prompt and efficient
preparation of the audited financial statements in the future.
In 1989, the Secretary of Labor convened an Enforcement Task
CRIMINAL Force (ETF) to (1) examine the Department of Labor's enforcement
ENFORCEMENT agencies' civil and criminal enforcement strategies, and (2) make
recommendations to improve their effectiveness. In 1990, the ETF
ACTIVITIES reported DOL enforcement efforts lacked consistency and
AT DOL enforcement activities common to each enforcement agency could
be implemented more efficiently, and made appropriate recommen-
dations to the Secretary.
At about the same time, the OIG completed a special review of the
Department's criminal enforcement activities. The OIG reported to
the Secretary that there was not a Department-wide framework with in
which criminal enforcement activities are planned, conducted,
reported and evaluated, and that inconsistencies in enforcement
activities resulted more from this deficiency than from differences in
program statutes. The OIG also made recommendations to the
Secretary.
Since 1990, the OIG has issued four status reports on the
Department's progress in implementing recommendations made by
the ETF andthe OIG.
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No Action on As of September 1994, criminal enforcement activities among the
Long -Standing Department'sfive majorenforcementagencies remain inconsistent
Recommendations and uncoordinated.TheOIGhasfound (1)althoughtherehavebeen
effortsmade to improveplanning for overall enforcement activities,
theemphasishasbeenon civilenforcement,and (2)since 1990,the
Departmenthasnotundertakena broadevaluationor reexamination
of its criminal enforcement activities.
Each of the Department's enforcement agencies has taken some
action in response,to the]ask Forceand OIG recommendations,as
well as to the corrimitments made by the Secretary in his Federal
Managers'FinancialIntegrityAct Reportstothe President. However,
the quality and quantity cf agency actions have varied widely, and
most actions have been inadequate to resolve the problems
identified 5years ago. An integratedapproach to common criminal
enforcement issues between the Department's five enforcement
agencies remains anunattained goal.
The OIG is of the opinion that fully implementing previously made
recommendations will lead to more efficient operations of
departmental enforcement programs. (Report No. 17-95-005-50-598;
issued Mar. 24, 1995',)
.... Effective Audit Resolution is Crucial to the Success of the
AUDIT Auditing Process
RESOLUTION
Most OIG audit reports contain recommendations for improved
.... operations and, if appropriate, question Federal funds which were
improperlyexpended Completionofan audit, however, is only one
componentof the auditing process,whose umbrella objective is the
more efficient or effective operation of government functions,
systemsor programs.
The primary componentsofthis process are planning, conducting,
and reporting the audit, and resolving and taking final action on the
audit recommendations. Only when each of these components is
successfullyconcluded,will the process itselfbesuccessful. Under
the Inspector General Act, the DOL funding agency (or audited
organization) must respondwithin 180 days to recommendations
madeby the OIG inthe audit report. The response is referred to as
a "management decision," which contains the funding agency's
position on the recommendationsmadeby the OIG.
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Most frequently, thefunding agency's management decision agrees
with the OIG recommendations and the OIG accepts the proposed
actions to correct the problem ordeficiency. When this occurs, the
recommendations are resolved and the agency will proceed to take
final action.
While prompt resolution of audit recommendations is a key element
leading to improvements in government functions, systems or
programs, it is not always possible to resolve and initiate final action
on audit recommendations in an expeditious manner.
Following is a summary description of significant audit resolution
activitieswhich occurred during this reporting period. Most involve
significant questioned costs, which were disallowed by the
management decision but were subsequently appealed by the
audited entity.
Secretary Overrules In September 1991, OIG issued an audit report questioning
ALJ in Support of $961,003 of Federal funds inappropriately retained by the Florida
OIG Report Department of Labor and Employment Security (Florida DLES)
while administering JTPA fixed-unit-price contracts. The ETA Grant
Officer issued a Final Determination disallowing the questioned
"profits", and ruled that $887,555 should be returned to DOL and
$73,448 could be reprogrammed for use in JTPA-related training
services, if the fundswere obligated prior to June 30, 1992.
Florida DLES disagreed with the Grant Officer's decision and
requested a hearing before an Administrative Law Judge (ALJ). The
ALJ ruled that no specific violation of JTPA or the accompanying
regulations had occurred during the period covered by the audit
report. Therefore, Florida need not return to DOL "profits" realized
from the JTPA fixed-unit-price contracts.
The ETA Grant Officer appealed the ALJ's decision to the Secretary
of Labor, who is the Department's final appellate official. The
Secretary's December 1994 "Final Decision and Order" reversed
the ALJ's ruling that no specific JTPA violations had occurred.
Accordingly, the Secretary ordered the Florida DLES to pay
$961,003 to the Department of Labor from non-Federal funds. The
Secretary's decision was subsequently appealed by DLES to the
U.S. Court of Appeals. (ReportNo.04-91-038-03-340;issuedSept.18,1991)
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Florida JTPA The OIG performed audits of JTPA funds expended by the Florida
Computer Expenditures DLES and North Central Florida SDA. In both reports, the principal
Disallowed issue was the compensation due the JTPA program for non-JTPA
participants usingeducational computer equipment purchased with
JTPA funds for JTPA participants.
Because of the similarity of the audit findings, the ETA Grant Officer
combined the resolution of the reports. In each case, the Grant Officer
disallowed the majority of the costs questioned by the OIG. In each
case, State officials also subsequently appealed the decision to the
Department's Office of Administrative Law Judges.
In an effort to avoid additional litigation, the parties entered into
alternate resolution discussions and agreed to a settlement of
disallowed costs totalling $1.4 million. The settlement includes cash
payments from the State to the Department totalling $400,000, the
offset of $300,000 from the amount the DLES is otherwise entitled to
receive in JTPA administrative costs, and the expenditure by the
DLES of $700,000 of its own funds on allowable employment and
training services for JTPA participants. (Report No.04-91-017-03-340;
issuedMarch111991;ReportNo.04-92-021-03-340;issuedMarch26, 1992)
Kentucky and DOL The OIG audited JlPA-funded contracts between the Kentucky
Settle Disallowed Cabinet for Human Resources and the Kentucky Literacy
JTPA Expenditures Commission. The OIG found, in relationship to the percentage of
JTPA funds expended by the Commission, JTPA participants
served by the Commission were significantly underrepresented.
Therefore, the JTPA paid more than its fair share of the
Commission's costs. The OIG questioned $207,077 of
administrative expenses and overcharges for training and
publicationcosts inappropriately charged to the JTPA.
The ETA Grant Officer initially disallowed the entire amount. In
addition to providing the Grant Officer additional documentation
which reduced disallowed costs, Kentucky appealed the Grant
Officer's decision to disallow $187,993 of JTPA expenditures.
Subsequently, Kentucky and the Department reached a compromise
settlement whereby Kentucky agreed to reimburse $171,600 to the
Department. (ReportNo.04-92-045-03-340;issuedSept.29,1992)
The OIG also found that Kentucky JTPA administrators circumvented
procurement controls to award a counseling contract to the spouse of
a State Job Training Coordinating Council member. Additionally,
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certain services provided by the contractor were outside the scope
of the contract or violated the terms of the contract. The OIG
questioned $146,590 of JTPA funds expended by the State in
support of these contracts. Kentucky and the Department reached a
compromise settlement, whereby Kentucky will reimburse the
Department $120,000. (Report No. 04-92-046-03-340; issued Sept. 29, 1992)
Mississippi Employment This OIG audit report questioned $1,907,374 in profits and interest
Security Commission income improperlyearned bythe Mississippi Employment Security
Directed to Repay Commission (MESC) while administering JTPA fixed-unit-price
$976,600 contracts. In July 1990, the ETA Grant Officer issued a Final
Determination which disallowed the questioned costs, but
determined the amountsubjectto debt collection to be $1,370,347.
The MESC appealed the Grant Officer's decision to the
Department's Office of Administrative Law Judges.
Because certain provisions of the affected contracts allowed the
MESC to renegotiate financial terms if losses occurred, the
Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) ruled the contracts were not"true"
fixed-unit-price contracts. The ALJ ruled that: (1) all profits earned on
the contracts were unallowable, (2) the portion of the interest income
earned on these profits was unallowable, and (3) profits and interest
income in the amount of $976,600 was inappropriately retained by
the MESC. (Report No. 04-94-003-03-340; issued Jan. 26, 1990)
NYC Department The primary function of a JTPA on-the-job training (OJT) broker is to
of Employment arrange the hiring and trainingofJTPA participantsby private sector
Overhauls Monitoring; employers. The broker receivesa fee for arranging for andproviding
Will Reimburse ETA certain participant services. Forthe period July 1987 through June
forMisspent Funds 1989, the OIGaudited brokercontractsfunded through theNewYorkCity Department of Employment(a JTPA SDA). The OIG foundthe
SDA's monitoring procedures for its OJT contracts were seriously
deficient and resulted in theexpenditure of JTPA funds inviolationof
program regulations.
The questioned costs of $611,896 resulted from program
expenditures (1) that did not meet the criteria of the contracts, (2) for
training participants whowere alreadyworking for the employer, and
(3) for reimbursement of participant wages that were not supported
by payroll records. The New York State Department of Labor
disallowed $167,591 of the costs questioned by the OIG.
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More importantly, however, the SDA agreed its monitoring of JTPA
OJT program operallions was deficient. As a result, it overhauled its
monitoring policies and procedures to require supporting
documentation for every expenditure and each broker to monitor 100
percent of its OJT worksites. Additionally, the SDA will monitor the
operations of at least 30 percent of the OJT worksites it funds through
its broker contractors. (ReportNo.05-94-002-03-340;issuedDec.17,1993)
Michigan Employment Based on OIG audit findings which determined that Trade
Security Commission Adjustment Assistance (TAA)funds were misspent by the Michigan
Will Reimburse DOL Employment Security Commission (MESC), the MESC has agreed
$350,000 for to a settlement in which itwill reimburse ETA $350,000 of disallowed
Improper Expenditures costs. Thesettlementagreementincludesfullrecoveryofdisallowed
costs for the following categories of violations: one or more training
criteria not met; inadequatE: documentation of Trade Readjustment
Allowance payments to program participants; unsupported job
search costs; and lack of timely applications for training. The
agreement also provides for a partial recovery of expenditures
disallowed because of MESC's retroactive approval of training for
some program participants. The MESC also certified that it will fully
comply with the provisions of TAA. (ReportNo.05-91-054-03-330;issued
March29,1991)
Pennsylvania For the period October 1986 through September 1987, the OIG
Reimbu rses DOL for questioned Trade Readjustment Allowance payments made by the
Payments to lneligible Commonwealth of Pennsylvania to ineligible TAA program
TAAParticipants participants. Based upon a statistical projection made from a
random sample of payments, the OIG estimated that no less than
$1,911,839 in assistance payments were made by the
Commonwealth to ineligible participants.
Pennsylvania appealed the decision of the ETA Grant Officer who
disallowed the questioned costs. Changes in program eligibility
criteria, which occurred subsequent to the OIG audit period, would
have made a significant portion of the questioned costs to be
allowable program expenditures. Based on the advice of the
Department's Solicitor, ETAwithdrew its final decision and deferred
resolution of the audit findings until policy guidancewas issued onthe
changes in program eligibility criteria. In December 1994,
Pennsylvania agreed to reimburse the Department $427,000 for
payments made to ineligible participants during the audit period,
based on application of thE:revised eligibility criteria. (ReportNo.04-
88-051-03-330;issuedSept.12,1988)
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Indiana and DOL The OIGquestioneda planbythe Stateof Indianato compensateits
Agree on the Transfer UnemploymentInsuranceTrustFundfortheFund'sequityinterestin
of Equity Interest a parcelof landoriginallyacquiredwithReedActfunds.The State
in Real Property erecteda portionoftheIndianaGovernmentCenteronthe land,and
plannedtocompensatetheFundbysimplygivingitanequityinterest
inthesprinklersystemfor thefacility. ItwasOIG'spositionthatthis
offerofcompensationtotheTrustFundfor itsequityinterestinthe
land,valuedat$1.48 million,wasinadequate.
Afteryearsofnegotiations,ETAandtheStateof Indianahaveagreed
toa settlement. Inreturnforthe Fund'sequity interestinthe land,the
State will make an in-kind exchange of $1.48 million in capital
improvementsmadetothe stateemploymentsecurityadministrative
building. Through the acquisition by the Trust Fund of additional
equity in this building, the funds associated with this equity will
continue to be used in support of employment security functions.
(ReportNo. 04-89-139-03-325; issuedMay3, 1989)
REVISED MANAGEMENT Nosignificant revisedmanagementdecisions were reported tothe
DECISIONS OIG bythe Departmentthisreportingperiod.
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OFFICE OF INVESTIGATIONS
In an effort towards streamlining managerial functions and
RESTRUCTURING OF reinventing government, the Office of Inspector General underwent a
restructuring of its investigative components. The former Office of
OIG INVESTIGATIVE Investigations and Office of Labor Racketeering were combined into
COM PON ENTS one investigative component. The new Office of Investigations (OI),
headed by one Assistant Inspector General (an SES-level position),
has dual responsibilities for both the Division of Program Fraud
(formerly the Office of Investigations), and the Division of Labor
Racketeering, (formerly the Office of Labor Racketeering). The
Assistant Inspector General manages the entire investigative
program, with two Deputies, one for the Division of Program Fraud
and one for the Division of Labor Racketeering who each oversee
their respective program areas. With the consolidation of both
investigative components, Headquarters staffing has decreased
from 23 to 13. This consolifdation resulted in the elimination of one
SES level position and further reassignment of Headquarters special
agent positions to field locations.
Along with the Headquarters consolidation, the OI also initiated two
regional pilot projects in the Chicago and San Francisco regions.
Each pilot project is headed by a Regional Inspector General for
Investigations and one Assistant Regional Inspector General for
Investigations. The Regional Inspectors General manage both
investigative programs, not only in their respective cities, but also in
other resident office locations within their regions. The consolidation
of both field investigative components under one manager resulted
in the elimination of three GS-15 positions, one each in Chicago, San
Francisco, and Kansas City.
Under this restructuring, with the exception of the two pilot projects, all
remaining OI field offices now are supervised by a Special Agent-in-
Charge (SAC), and responsibilities are specific to either the
Program Fraud or Labor Racketeering component. A further
restructuring eliminated a SAC position in Atlanta's Program Fraud
Division. Nowthe Atlanta Program Fraud office reports directly to the
SAC in Philadelphia's Program Fraud field office. In addition, the
SAC in Detroit has a dual responsibility for both Labor Racketeering
Field Offices inDetroit and Philadelphia The Office of Investigations
continues its efforts to streamline its investigative activities, and
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comply with the initiativesof the Administration's reinvention of
Governmentactivities.
In addition to its efforts in combating fraud in the areas of job
DIVISION OF placementand trainingprogramsand healthcare (asdetailed inthe
first twosections of this report) the Division of Program Fraud (PF)PROGRAM FRAUD
alsoisresponsibleforinvestigatingmattersinvolvingallegationsof
criminalviolationsconcerningother Departmentalprogramsand
Departmentalemployees.Specificattentionisdevotedto matters
involvingpotentialdangerto lifeand safety;criminaloffensesby
governmentemployees(orpublicofficialsentrustedwithDOLfunds
orresponsibilities);andfraudwithinmajorDOL programs.
The Division of Program Fraud's investigative results and
accomplishmentsfor thisreportingperiod include68 indictments,80
convictions, and $ 2.9 million in monetary accomplishments. In
accordance with its investigative priorities, PF devoted nearly 27
percentof itsinvestigativetimeto JTPAmatters,about27 percenton
FECAfraud investigations, 13percent of its time to unemployment
insurance program matters, and 18 percent to employee integrity
investigations. The effortsof PFin the area ofjob training programs
and health care fraud have beenoutlined inearlier sections of this
report. The investigative efforts of PF in the areas of the
Unemployment Insurance program and DOL employee integrity
follow.
UNEMPLOYMENT The Federal UnemploymentTax Actand the Social SecurityAct of
INSURANCE 1935establishedthe frameworkfor the UnemploymentInsurance
(UI) program,a Federal-State partnershipprovidingbenefits to
individualswho are unemployedbecause of layoffs, industry
changes, or other reasons out of the control of the individual
employee.The grantingof thesebenefitsisimplementedthrough
individualStatelegislationandadministeredbyStateEmployment
SecurityAgencies(SESAs). The Department's Unemployment
InsuranceService(UIS)ischargedwithensuringproperandefficient
administrationof theoverallUIprogram.
Fraud inthis program is particularly detrimental because UIfunds
designed to support workers who losetheir jobs through nofault of
their own are not available for their intended purpose of helping
legitimate claimants. UI fraud investigations accounted for 42
indictmentsand 53convictions during this reporting period.
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PF efforts and investigations have successfully created an increased
awarer_esson the part of State officials as to the potential for fraud in
this program. As an illustration of this progress, our efforts in the
states of Missouri and Louisiana are outlined below.
Missouri Gets Tough In response to a press account conceming an estimated $7 million of
on Ul Fraud fraudulent activity, in Missouri's UI program, PF initiated a joint
investigativeeffortwiththeMissouriDivisionof EmploymentSecurity
(MDES) to identify and examine the most egregious of these
fraudulent cases in the St. Louis area. As a result of this effort, 12
individuals have been charged in connection with the fraudulent
receipt of more than $68,000 in UI benefits, including Federal
emergency UI benefits. All 12 were indicted by a St. Louis County
Grand Jury charging each individual with felony stealing offenses.
These charges each carry a maximum penalty of 7 years
imprisonment and/or a fine of $5,000. Those indicted are Marco
Hughes, Gwendolyn Jones, Pamela Deanes, Darrell Jones, David
Barnes, BettyTate, Samuel Williams, JosephWells, RogerTindle,
Jr., Eula Parker, Dorothy Jones, and Kelvin Tate. state ofMissouriv.
Hughes,etaL (Missouri)
In a similar joint PF and MDES investigation, 13 Kansas City area
residents were indicted for felony stealing offenses inconnection with
their filing fraudulent claims for UI benefits totalling more than
$60,400. Those charged were Frankie Buckley, Roosevelt
Coleman, Michael Elder, Sharon Granger, Aubrey Gray, Jr., Barbara
Hayes, Shelia Henderson, Gregory Hill, Ray Johnson, James
Nelson, Jr., Deborah Thomas, Darroyce Thornton, and Ronnie
Walker. Stateof Missouriv. Buckley,et aL(Missouri)
In a news release issued following these indictments, the Director of
the Missouri Department of Labor and Industrial Relations stated that
her department was enforcing stringent measures to stop fraudulent
abuses in the Missouri UI program and all citizens would be held
accountable for their actions and vigorously pursued for prosecution.
U.S. Attorney Asks In response to allegations of widespread claimant fraud in the
for nnvestigation of Louisiana UI program, the U.S. Attorney's Office in Louisiana
Wide Spread UI Fraud requested the PF to concluctan investigation into the matter. In
February 1995, a Federal grand jury returned four indictments
against individuals defrauding the Louisiana UI program of a
combined total of nearly $50,000. The indictments allege that the
individuals fraudulently obtained unemployment funds by falsely
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certifying that they were unemployed and, therefore, eligible for
benefits. If convicted, each defendant could receive a maximum
sentence of 5 years imprisonment, a fine of $25,000, and could be
ordered to make restitution for all the funds illegally obtained. This is
an ongoing investigation and is being conducted jointly with the
Federal Bureau of Investigation. u.s.v. Damery,etal. (M.D.Louisiana)
In addition to the more typical claimant fraud cases that occur within
the program, PF has been placing a greater emphasis on the
identification and prosecution of individuals who are entrusted with
the responsibility to administer the UI program. The following
investigation in Puerto Rico effectively illustrates PF's efforts in this
area of UI fraud.
Seven Indicted in Following an investigation within the Puerto Rico Department of
$100,000 UI Fraud Labor (PRDOL), six former PRDOL employees, Melvin Pagan
in Puerto Rico Velez, Alejandro Sanchez Lacen, Jaime Lopez Collazo, Javier
Dones Perez, Brian Brumlop, and Eva Rodriguez; and one non-
employee, Jose Conde Irizarry, were indicted for having conspired to
fraudulently obtain approximately $100,000 in UI benefits. The
indictment charged them with manipulating data in the PRDOL wage
reporting system to reactivate dormant UI claims or to create
fraudulent UI claims in the names of individuals who had never filed
previously. The resultant benefit checks generated were then mailed
to the conspirators and cashed. All seven individuals have pied guilty
and have agreed to make restitution totalling $72,500. u.s.v. Velez,
et aL (D. Puerto Rico)
EMPLOYEE INTEGRITY In its effort to ensure the health and safety of American workers and
protect the integrity of DOL programs, PF has continued to pursue
unscrupulous DOL employees and eliminate those who would
benefit at the expense of others. The following case narratives
representsignificantinvestigativeaccomplishmentsinthe employee
integrityarea.
Former MSHA Inspector T. Richard Oney, a former Mine Safety and Health Administration
Pleads Guilty to (MSHA) inspector, pied guilty to one count of conspiracy. An OIG
Conspiracy investigationrevealed that Oney haddemanded and received cash
payments from several mineoperators from 1986 through 1991, in
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exchange for not reporting violations of the Mine Safety and Health
Act. Oney admitted accepting $2,500 in bribes from Millers Branch
Enterprises. By pleading guilty, Oney is subject to a possible 5 years
imprisonment and a maximum $250,000 fine. u.s.v. Oney (E.D.
Kentucky)
Former BLS Sales Agent Phillip G. Arnold, a former sales agent for the Superintendent of
Incarcerated for Theft Documents for the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS), was sentenced
of Public Funds to 4 months imprisonment and ordered to pay $2,000 in restitution.
Arnold had pied guilty to one count of embezzlement and theft of
publicfunds. As a sales agent, Arnold was responsible for filling mail
orders from the pub licfor warious publications. Over a 2-year period,
Arnold altered and negotiated 23 customer checks which were
received at BLS for payment of over $9,000 in publication orders.
u.s. v.Amold(N.D.Illinois)
Former MSHA James O. Johnson, a former MSHA inspector, was indicted after
Employee's "Ministry" being charged with three counts of making a false claim to the
Leads to His Indictment Government and one count of mail fraud in connection with his
for FECA Fraud fraudulent receipt of over $119,000 in FECA benefits. An
investigation was initiated after receiving information from the
Kentucky State Drug Control Office alleging that Johnson was
employed as a minister at a local church while collecting FECA
benefits. Ifconvicted, he faces a maximumof20 years in prisonand
$1 million in fines, u.s.v. ,Johnson(E.D.Kentucky)
The Division of Labor Racketeering (LR) conducts criminal
DIVISION OF LABOR investigations to eliminate; the influence of organized crime, labor
RACKETEERING racketeering, and corruption in employee benefit plans, labor-
management relations, and unions.
INDUSTRY PROBES In the last Semiannual Report, the Division of Labor Racketeering
(LR) discussed itsinitiativeofconductingindustryprobes to address
serious and systemic labor racketeering problems. These probes
seek to utilize both the equitable relief powers of the court and the
remedies available under the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt
Organizations (RICO) law to effect a positive change within the
industry being reviewed.
In coordination with the Department of Justice's Organized Crime
and Racketeering Section, LR has identified a number of industries
for examination. The process identified both industries traditionally
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controlled or influenced by organized crime, and emerging industries
which the La Cosa Nostra and nontraditional organized crime groups
seek to penetrate.
In addition to the remedial action to correct specific problem
situations, the ongoing examination process will create a number of
LR "industry experts." These special agents will be called upon to
train other investigators on how the industry operates and on how
fraud schemes are typically perpetuated. The special agents will also
provide expertise to regulatory officials and prosecutors on industry
operations.
A poignant example of the effectiveness of this new approach to
combat organized crime's control over certain industries is the recent
success of an LR undercover operation in the garment industry.
Union Officials and Others Criminal charges were filed on December 6, 1994, against 20
Charged with defendants in a variety of schemes. Charges included the payment
Labor Racketeering in of bribes to officials of the Manhattan based International Ladies
Garment Industry Probe Garment Workers Union (ILGWU) Local 10, embezzlements from
ILGWU benefit funds, and the receipt of "no show" jobs from
employers in NewYork City's garment industry. Ramon Cabral and
Hector Moquette, organizers for ILGWU Local 10, received bribe
payments from representatives of Brain Cutting, New York, New
York. Brain Cutting was established for this investigation as an
undercover garment contracting firm. Both Cabral and Moquette
negotiated for and accepted bribe payments from undercover LR
agents posing as owners of the firm. The bribes were paid to allow
the undercover firm to circumvent the terms of a collective bargaining
agreement which required the "payments of monies to ILGWU
associated benefit funds.
Also charged with making bribe payments to Local 10 officials were
12 representatives of New York based garment contracting
companies, including representatives of garment manufacturing
companies Anne Klein and Donna Karan. These bribe payments
allowed the contracting firms to conceal millions of dollars in non-
union work for which contributions to the ILGWU's benefit funds were
required. In concealing the work, the ILGWU funds were defrauded
of several hundred thousand dollars.
This ongoing investigation is being conducted jointly with the U.S.
Postal Inspection Service and the U.S. Attorney's Office, Southern
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District of NewYork. Assistance is being provided by the NewYork
Police Department, the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms,
and the U.S. Department ofAgriculture's Office of Inspector General.
u.s. v. CabraletaL(S.D.NewYork)
NON-TRADITIONAL In our last Semiannual Report, LR indicated it intended to proactively
ORGANIZED CRIME explore the potential labor racketeering activities by nontraditional
organized criminal groups. Initial results have been positive in this
area as demonstrated by the recent arrest of almost 20 members of
the "Pater' organized crime group.
Arrests in First Phase of Thirteen New York: City-based defendants were arrested by LR
Magazine Industry special agents and Postal Inspectors on charges of conspiring to
Labor Racketeering possess stolen property and conspiring to purchase more than
Probe $100,000 of new magazines for between 15 and 30 percent of the
magazines' face value. The defendants, who were employed inan
extensive networkofconvenience stores and newsstands,then sold
the magazines to the public at face value or returned the unsold
magazines to the distributorforfull credit. The 13 fromthiscasewere
part of a groupof morethan :21individualsnamed in the government's
complaint. They are members (or associates) of the emerging
nontraditional organized crime group identified by the President's
Commission on Organized Crime as the "Patels," who are of
predominately Indian and Pakistani ethnicorigins.
This portion of the investigation is the first phase of an extensive
probe into labor racketeering in the magazine delivery industry and
the New York City based Newspaper and Mail Deliverers Union
(NMDU). The NMDU represents delivery route drivers and helpers.
u.s.v. PateletaL (S.D.NewYork)
LA COSA NOSTRA During this reporting period, LR continued its long-standing efforts to
ORGANIZED CRIME combat the influence of traditional organized crime in union affairs.
Head of New England Francis P. Salemme, Sr., the reputed boss of the New England
Organized Crime Family Patriarca La Cosa Nostra (LCN) crimefamily, togetherwith his son,
Indicted Francis P. Salemme, Jr., an LCN associate, and five other men, were
indicted for violating the Racketeering and Corrupt Organizations
Act (RICO), extortion, conspiracy, loan sharking, and interstate travel
in aid of racketeering.
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Also indictedon theRICOchargewereJamesJ.BulgerandStephen
P.Flemmi, leadersof the LCN-affiliatedWinter Hillgang inBoston,
Robert P.DeLuca and James M.Martorano, a soldier and a capo
regime, respectively, in the Patriarcafamily, and George Kaufman,
a LCN associate and major bookmaker. The RICO charge was
establishedinpartbyanLR investigation intothe laborracketeering
activitiesof FrancisSalemme,Jr. Theresulting indictment,fromthe
LR investigation,chargedthat amulti-facetedconspiracyof theLCN
existed to bribe Teamster officials. William Winn, a member of
InternationalBrotherhoodofTeamsters(IBT)Local25,Charlestown,
Massachusetts,wasconvictedoncharges of conspiracyand travel
in aid of racketeering. Winn conspired with Frank Salemme, Jr.,
DennisLepore,andThomasHillaryto bribe unionofficials on behalf
of DavidRudderProductions,afictitiousundercovermoviecompany
which was part of an undercover operation code named "Dramex."
The object of the conspiracy was to permit David Rudder
Productionsto filmmovieswithout theuseof union labor. Salemme,
Lepore, and Hillary were identified in the underlying indictment as
membersorassociatesofthe Patriarcaorganizedcrimefamily. This
investigation was conducted jointly with the Federal Bureau of
Investigation. u.s.v. Salemme, et al. (D. Massachusetts)
EMPLOYEE BENEFIT LRcontinued pursuing itsgoal ofaggressively addressing abuseof
PLANS employee benefit plans. Of the 71 cases initiated by LR this
semiannual period, 31 cases were benefit fund related. Several
examplesof LR'ssuccessand commitmentto thisarea aredetailed
below.
Arizona Investigation William E.Miller, a former Phoenix,Arizona, investment advisor to
Results in Recovery several union-related pension funds,and Keith Dolgaard, a former
of $93 Million Tucson mortgage loan broker,wereconvicted by a Federal jury for
for Pension Fund violation of Federalconspiracy, racketeering,and kickback statutes
involving their handling of over $200 million in union pension fund
investments.
The jury found that Dolgaard and Miller engaged in a pattern of
racketeering by making and receiving, respectively, payments of
approximately $650,000. The payments were made to influence
Miller's decisions with respect to the investment of pension fund
monies in entities Dolgaard controlled or entities to which he
brokered pension fund loans. The payments were disguised as
loans from Dolgaard or Dolgaard controlled entities to Miller. As a
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result of this activity, the pension funds lost millions of dollars through
investments in fraudulent and non-credible loans.
The trustees of the pension plans filed suit against Paine Webber,
parent company of the investment firm which employed Miller. With
LR's criminal investigation serving as the impetus, the civil suitwas
settled with Chemical Bank, a subsidiary of Paine Webber, and its
insurers. Chemical Bank, PaineWebber, and its insurers agreed to
reimburse the funds for more than $93 million lost as a result of the
criminal activities. The Department's Pension and Welfare Benefits
Administration contributed to this settlement through its enforcement
efforts. The government is also seeking forfeiture of the more than
$6.7 million in fees Dolgaard received for brokering andservicing
real estate investments financed bythe union pension funds through
Miller. This investigation was conducted jointly with the Federal
Bureau of Investigation. u.s.v. MillerandDolgaard(D.Arizona)
New Jersey Company Leonard A. Pelullo, the chairman of Royal Group, Inc., who had
Official Indicted financial interests in a number of companies including Compton
for Embezzling $4 Million Press, Inc., Morris Plains, New Jersey, was indicted by a Federal
From Pension Plan Grand Jury on embezzlement, money laundering, and conspiracy
charges. Also charged in the indictment was Raul Corona, a former
employee of Compton Press. The indictment charged that Pellulo
and Corona acquired Compton Press in order to gain control of the
company's pension funds, and that the pair embezzled
approximately $4 million from the plans. The indictment further
alleges Pelullo and Corona perpetuated the scheme by conducting
multiple financial transac,tions through numerous companies to
conceal and disguise the source and ownership of the assets of the
plans. The indictment seeks forfeiture of approximately $4 million in
assets.
This investigation was conducted jointly with the Federal Bureau of
Investigation and the U.S. Department of Labor's Pension and
Welfare Benefits Administration. u.s.v. PelluloandCorona(D.NewJersey)
Investment Advisors August Mezzetta and Barbara Nolan, investment advisors for
Indicted for$1.5 Million Roofers Local 12, and three related companies, were indicted on
Embezzlement and Theft charges that they embezzled more than $1.5 million dollars from the
from Pension Fund Roofers Local 12 pension plan.
The indictments allege Mezzetta, Nolan, and the three companies
embezzled and converted in excess of $1.5 million in pension fund
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assets by investing Roofers Local 12 Pension Plan in real estate
ventures in which they had a substantial interest. The indictment
alleges that they withdrew large sums of money which they claimed
as fees for investment advisory services. They also made false
statements in documents required under the Employee Retirement
Income Security Act (ERISA). This investigation was conducted
jointly by the Office of Labor Racketeering in New Haven,
Connecticut, and the Federal Bureau of Investigation. u.s.v. Mezzetta,
et al.(Connecticut)
MUNICIPAL AND STATE In the course of focusing investigative efforts on corrupt service
PU BLIC UNIONS providersand theirdefraudingof private sectorunionsand employee
AND BENEFIT FUNDS benefit plans, LR has uncovered several instances where public
employee unions and benefit funds have also been victimized by
those service providers. One such investigation, conducted by LR,
disclosed service providers who were paying kickbacks to officials
of a Philadelphia Fraternal Order of Police lodge, for the award of
union and benefit fund business.
Current labor racketeering statutes (union and employee benefit plan
embezzlement and kickback statutes) do not cover state or municipal
unions. This requires investigation under the mail fraud or other
criminal statutes to address corrupt activity.
OIG Congressional The Inspector General recently testified at Congressional hearings
Testimony and suggested that the Embezzlement of Employee Benefit Plan
Assets statute, 18 U.S.C. §664, be amended to include
embezzlements from public sector employee benefit plans. The
Employee Benefit Plan kickback statute, 18 U.S.C. §1954, should
also be amended to include publicemployee benefit plans. These
statutes have proven to be effective tools in combatting labor
racketeering in the private sector. Evidence has shown that public
employee union andbenefit plan entitiesare susceptibletothe same
schemes and corruptinfluencesaffectingprivate sector unions and
benefit plans. LR believesthatlittleoversightorprotectioniscurrently
provided to publicsector unions and employee benefit plans.
CIVIL RICO ACTIONS LR's focus on conducting investigations having the potential for
positivechange has begun to bearfruit as evidenced by a recent civil
RICO settlement against the Washington, D.C. Laborers
International Union of North America (LIUNA) and NewYork City-
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OTHER RELATED Two Insurance Company Officers Indicted in iVlulti-miigion
ACTIVITY Dollar Fraud ScIheme
Two officers of the nowdefunct Florida-based Twentieth Century Life
Insurance Company (TCL) were indicted on conspiracy, mail fraud,
and money laundering charges ina scheme to defraud policy holders
of more than $9.7 million in premiums. TCL was chartered in North
Carolina. The indictment alleges TCL officers Glenn H. Martin and
Candace L. Cooper devised a scheme to sell single premium life
insurance and annuity policies to TCL customers, knowing that TCL
was in a precarious financial position, and failed to disclose its
condition to its customers. Martin and Cooper then diverted
approximately $9.7 million inpremiums from the sale of such policies
to other accounts or corporations owned or controlled by Martin.
Consequently, the state insurance guarantee funds of North Carolina
and Florida were placed at risk. The operations of TCL were
permanently assumed by the North Carolina Department of
Insurance through an Order of Liquidation filed in North Carolina
State Court.
This investigation was conducted jointly with the Internal Revenue
Service. Assistance was provided by the Departments of Insurance
of North Carolina and Florida u.s.v. Martin,etaL(M.D.Florida)
Joint Task Force on the Atlanta Olympic Games
As a result of a preliminary investigation by the OIG, a joint Federal
task force headed by the Immigration and Naturalization Service
(INS) raided the Atlanta Olympic Village construction site and
detained 37 illegal aliens working for a subcontractor on that project.
These individuals, with the._,aid of false identification documents, were
employed in high paying construction trade positions by an employer
whowas violating immigration and prevailing wage regulations. The
37 individuals were detained and repatriated to Mexico by INS.
These actions represent the coordinated efforts of OIG and INS in
attempting to rest:orejobs to the American workforce, lost through
unscrupulous contractors that take advantage of illegal immigrants to
unjustly enrich themselves. Representatives of the Georgia Building
and Construction trades have advised that government actions such
as this one serve 1:o"level the playing field" so that their contractors
can compete for contracts.
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Breakdown of Allegation Reports by Source
COMPLAINT
ANALYSIS HotlineOperations- Calls, Letters,Walk-Ins 105
OFFICE from IndividualsorOrganizations
Lettersfrom Congress 12ACTIVITIES
Letters from DOLAgencies 9
Lettersfrom Non-DOLAgencies 2
Incident Reportsfrom DOLAgencies 7
Reports by SpecialAgents and Auditors 4
Referralsfrom GAO 3
Total 142
Breakdown of Allegation Reports by Referral
Referredto Officeof Audit 3
Referredto OIRegional/Field Offices 29
Referredto DOL ProgramManagement 70
Referredto Other Agencies 33
NoFurtherAction Required 7
Total 142
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Appendix
Office of Investigations Financial Accomplishments
for October 1, 1994 - March 31, 1995
CATEGORIES PROGRAM LABOR
FRAUD RACKETEERnNG
Recoveries $ 809,712 Not Applicable
(The dollar amount/valueof anagency'sactionto recoveror
reprogramfundsor make otheradjustmentsinresponseto
OIG investigations.)
Cost Efficiencies 1,045,494 Not Applicable
(The one-time or per annum dollar amount/value of
management's commitment,in responseto (DIGinvestiga-
tions,to moreefficientlyutilizetheGovernment'sresources.)
Restitutions 867,255 $1,235,210
(The dollaramount/valueof restitutionsresultingfrom OIG
criminal investigations.)
Fines/Penalties 52,465 1,965,315
(Thedollaramount/valueof fines,assessments,seizures,court
or investigative costs,orother penaltiesresultingfrom OIG
criminal investigations.)
Civil Monetary Actions 90,000 103,984
(The dollaramount/valueof forfeitures,settlements,damages,
court costs, judgments, or other penalties resulting from OIG
civil investigations.)
TOTAL $2,864,926 $ 3,304,509
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REPORTING REQUIREMENTS UNDER
THE INSPECTOR GENERAL ACT OF 1978
Requirement
Section4(a)(2) - ReviewofLegislationandRegulation.................................................................................... 2,3,41
Section5(a)(1) -SignificantProblems,Abuses,andDeficiencies....................................................................... ALL
Section5(a)(2) - RecommendationsWith Respectto SignificantProblems,
Abuses,andDeficiencies.............................................................................................................................. ALL
Section5(a)(3)- PriorRecommendationsNotYet Completed............................................................................... 61
Section5(a)(4)- MattersReferredto PmsecutiveAuthorities................................................................................. 1
Section5(a)(5) and Section6(b)(2) - Summary of InstancesWhere
InformationWas Refused ............................................................................................................................ None
Section5(a)(6) - ListofAuditReports.................................................................................................................. 64
Section5(a)(8) - StatisticalTableson ManagementDecisionson
QuestionedCosts............................................................................................................................................ 56
Section5(a)(9) - StatisticalTableson ManagementDecisionson
RecommendationsThat FundsBe Putto BetterUse ........................................................................................ 60
Section5(a)(10) - Summaryof EachAudit ReportOver 6 MonthsOld for
WhichNo ManagementDecisionHasBeen Made ............................................................................................. 58
Section5(a)(11) - DescriptionandExplanationfor Any Significant
RevisedManagementDecision......................................................................................................................... 31
Section5(a)(12) - InformationonAny SignificantManagementDecisionswith
Whichthe InspectorGeneralDisagrees....................................................................................................... None
Senate Report No. 96-829
ResolutionofAudits....................................................................................................................................... 56-57
DelinquentDebts ................................................................................................................................................ 50
Note: Thistable cross-referencesthe reportingrequirementsprescribedbythe InspectorGeneralAct of 1978, as
amended,to the specificpageswhere they are addressed.The informationrequestedbythe Congressin Senate
ReportNo. 96-829 relativeto the 1980 SupplementalAppropriationsandRescissionsBill,is alsocross-referenced
tothe appropriatepagesof the report.
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AUDIT SCHEDULES
Money Owed the Department of Labor ......................................................................................................... 50
This scheduledepictsthe amountof moneythat is owedto the Departmentof Labor. In order to demonstratethe
extentofchangeinthebalancesowedto theDepartment,data isprovidedontheamountsowedatboththe beginning
andendofthe6-monthreportingperiod.The schedulealsoreportsonthoseamountswhichwereappealed,collected,
andwritten-off,aswellasthe amountsadjustedas a resultofany appealsandrevisedmanagementdecisions.
Summary or'AuditActivity of DOL Programs ................................................................................................ 51
Thisschedulesummarizes,byDOL agency,the numberof auditreportsissuedduringthe 6-monthreportingperiod,
the amountof dollarsaudited, and the amountof dollarsquestionedby auditorsas having been improperlyex-
pended.
Summary of Audit Activity of ETA Programs ................................................................................................. 52
This scheduledetails,for the EmploymentandTrainingAdministration(ETA), the numberof audit reportsissued
duringthe 6-monthreportingperiod,the amountofdollarsaudited,andthe costsquestionedby auditorsas having
been improperlyexpended.(Thisadditionaldetailis providedsincemostof DOL fundsare in ETA.)
Summary of Audits Performed Under the Single Audit Act .......................................................................... 53
This schedulesummarizesthe audit reports, issuedduringthe 6-.monthreportingperiod,whichwere preparedin
accordancewiththe SingleAuditAct. This schedulealsodetailsthe amountof dollarsaudited,aswell asthe costs
questionedbyauditorsas having been improperlyexpended.
Summary of Audits Performed Under the Single Audit Act: Multi-Agency Program Reports ..................... 54
This scheduledepictsthe numberof singleauditreports,issuedduringthe6-month reportingperiod,that covered
more than one Department of Laborprogramagency. This schedulealsodetailsthe amountof dollarsthat were
audited,as well as the costsquestionedbyauditorsas havingbeen improperlyexpended.
Audits by Non-FederalAuditors ....................................................................................................................... 55
This schedule is a report to the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) on the quality and results of single audits
performed by non-Federal auditors during the 6-month reporting period.
Summary of Audit Resolution Activity: Questioned Costs.............................................................................. 56
This schedule shows the extent to which DOL management hastaken steps, during the 6-month reporting period, to
resolve the costs questioned as having been improperly expended. Audit resolution occurs when management
either agrees with the auditor's finding anddisallows those coststhat were questioned, or management decides that
the expenditure should be allowed. (This schedule is required by Section 5(a)(8) of the Inspector General Act, as
amended.)
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Summary of Audit Resolution Activity: Unsupported Questioned Costs ....................................................... 57
Thisscheduleshowsthe extentto whichDOLmanagementhastakensteps,duringthe6-monthreportingperiod,to
resolvethecostsquestionedbytheauditorbecausetheywerenotsupportedbyappropriaterecordsordocumentation.
Auditresolutionoccurswhen managementeitheragreeswiththe auditor'sfindinganddisallowsthoseunsupported
coststhatwerequestioned,or managementdecidesthattheexpenditureshouldbeallowed.(Thisscheduleisrequired
bySection5(a)(8) ofthe InspectorGeneralAct, asamended.)
UnresolvedAudits Over 6 Months .................................................................................................................. 58
Thisschedulepresentsa summaryof allauditreportsthatcontinueto remainunresolvedfor morethan6 months.For
these reports,a managementdecisionis still outstanding.(This scheduleis requiredby Section 5(a)(10) of the
InspectorGeneral Act, as amended.)
Summary of Final Action Activity: Disallowed Costs .................................................................................... 59
This schedule presentsthefinal action activity for coststhat have beendisallowedduring the 6-month reporting period.
This schedule is included in the OIG Semiannual Report to demonstrate the flow of information to the Secretary's
Semiannual Management Report, which is issued by the Secretary as required by Section 5(b)(2) of the Inspector
General Act, as amended.
Summary of Final Action Activity: Funds Put to Better Use .......................................................................... 60
This schedule depicts, by program agency,the final action activity during the 6-month reporting period for those funds
that were recommendedbythe auditor to be putto better use. This scheduleis included in the OIG Semiannual Report
to demonstrate the flow of information to the Secretary's Semiannual Management Report, which is issued by the
Secretary as requiredby Section 5(b)(3) of the InspectorGeneral Act, as amended.
Significant Recommendations Resolved for Over One Year on which Corrective Action Has Not
Been Completed, as of March 31, 1995 ......................................................................................................... 61
Thisschedulepresentsthe significant audit recommendationswhich havebeen resolvedfor over oneyear andonwhich
corrective action has not beencompleted.
Final Audit Reports Issued ....................................................... ...................................................................... 64
This schedule lists all audit reportsthatwere issuedduring the 6-month reporting period, as requiredby Section 5(a)(6)
of the Inspector General Act, as amended.
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Summary of Audit Activity of DOL Programs
October 1, 1994 - March 31, 1995
Reports Grant/Contract Questioned Costs
Agency Issued Amount Audited 1 Unsupported Other
OSEC 2 $ 49,461 $ 0 $ 0
ETA 141 1,213,872,261 2,016,234 236,538
ESA 1 3,270,175 0 0
MSHA 3 41,053 0 0
OASAM 8 38,275,732 1,818,677 0
OSHA 4 268,247 0 0
BLS 2 42,824 0 0
PWB A 1 1,609,509 0 0
Multi-Agency 21 4,324,200,399 416,911 0
OT AGY 1 0 0 0
Tomls 184 $5,581,629,661 $4,251,822 $236,538
_Grant/Contract Amount Audited is overstated because, in some cases, expenditures were audited at more than one
level as funds were passed down from Department to program agency, to program office, to grantee/contractor, to
subrecipient.
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Summary of Audit Activity of ETA Programs
October 1_ 1994 - March 31_ 1995
Reports Grant/Contract Questioned Costs
Program Issued Amount Audited Unsupported Other
UIS 1 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0
SESA 1 250,604,213 4,101 0
JTPA 11 492,562,560 1,400 236,538
OSTP 2 1,296,1378 0 0
DINAP 96 53,030,658 543,180 0
DOWP 2 28,205,876 0 0
DSFP 24 375,236,134 1,467,553 0
OJC 3 12,907,113 0 0
OSPPD 1 28, t;29 0 0
Totals 141 $1,213,872,261 $2,016,234 $236,538
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Summary of Audits Performed Under the Single Audit Act
October 1, 1994 - March 31, 1995
Entities Reports Grant/Contract Questioned Costs
Agency Audited Issued Amount Audited Unsupported Other
OSEC 0 1 $ 49,461 $ 0 $ 0
ETA 53 129 378,004,419 577,027 0
MSHA 0 1 41,053 0 0
OSHA 0 2 268,247 0 0
BLS 0 1 42,824 0 0
PWBA 0 1 1,609,509 0 0
Multi-Agency 7 21 4,324,200,399 416,911 0
OT AGY 1 1 0 0 0
Totals 61 157 $4,704,215,912 $993,938 $0
Note: DOL has cognizant responsibility for specific entities under the Single Audit Act. More than one audit
report may have been transmitted or issued for an entity during this time period. Reports are transmitted or issued
based on the type of funding and the agency/program responsible for resolution. During this period, DOL issued
reports on 61 entities for which DOL was cognizant; in addition, DOL issued 96 reports which included direct
DOL funds for which DOL was not cognizant.
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Summary of Audlts Perforn_! Under the Single Audit Act
Multi-Agency ]Program Reports
October 1, 1994 - March 31, 1995
Number of Questioned Costs
Agency Recommendations Unsupported Other
ETA:
UIS 2 1,441 0
SESA 3 81,263 0
JTPA 4 330,093 0
DOWP 1 4,114 0
Totals l0 $416,911 $0
Note: Multi-Agency Program Reports relate to Single Audit reports. The report may be on a statewide audit
where DOL has accepted "lead" cognizance or it may be on a single entity under the direct responsibility of DOL.
If multiple DOL programs were audited, the multi-agency designation was used. Individual recommendations
within the report designate which agency/program is responsible for resolution. Ten recommendations are
contained within the 21 multi-agency reports issued this period.
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Unresolved Audits Over 6 Months
October 1, 1994 - Marcl_ 31, 1995
Date Audit No of Questioned
ABbey Program Issued Reimrt Number Name of Amlit/Audltee R_ Costs
Under Litigation:
ETA DINAP 03-FEB-94 18-94-007-03-355 NEBRASKA INTER-TRIBAL 10 $ 607,354
ETA JTPA 23-SEP-93 00-93-046-03-340 GA DOL FIXED FEE QUALITY PLUS 15 296,892
ETA JTPA 25-SEP-92 06-92-010-03-340 EAST TEXAS CNCL OF GOVT 13 5,780,925
Awaiting Resolution:
ETA ADMIN 25-AUG-92 12-924321-03-001 UNEMPLOY TRUST FUND FY 91 t 1 0
ETA ADMIN 25-AUG-92 12-92-022-03-001 ErA FY 91 FIN STMTS t 2 0
ETA ADMIN 30-SEP-93 12-93-001-03-001 ErA FY 92 FIN STMTS t 6 0
ETA UIS 29-SEP-93 03-934334-03-315 UI PERFORMANCE MEASURES t 1 0
ETA UIS 31-MAR-94 09-944302-03-315 UCFC/UCX PAYMENT VERIFICATION 2 2 0
ETA SESA 24-AUG-94 12-94-017-03-325 ADES SCHEDULE OF US DOL FINANC 3 5 287,543
ETA USES 18-AUG-94 04-94-021-03-320 TARGETED JOBS TAX CREDIT PROGR2 1 0
ETA JTPA 25-JUL-94 04-92-01403-340 DENNIS AND ASSOCIATES: 4 2,774,604
ETA JTPA 25-JUL-94 04-92-030-03-340 DENNIS AND ASSOCIATES 2 4 120,491
ErA JTPA 11-AUG-94 04-94-025-03-340 GEORGIA MOUNTAINS REGIONAL CENn 2 164,506
ETA JTPA 29-MAR-94 06-94-001-03-340 NAVAJO NATION 4 3 677,574
ETA D1NAP 13-APR-93 06-93-231-03-355 SANTO DOMINGO TRIBE s 18 65,681
ETA DINAP 28-SEP-94 09-94-201-03-355 SHOSHONE-BANNOCK TRIBE: 4 39,279
OASAM ADMIN 28-JUN-91 12-914309-074301 FY 90 CONSOLIDATED FIN STMTS _ 4 0
OASAM ADMIN 2g-AUG-92 12-924302-07-001 FY 91 CONSOLIDATED FIN STMTS _ 3 0
OASAM ADMIN 30-SEP-93 12-93-008-07-001 FY 92 CONSOLIDATED FIN STMTS _ 2 0
OASAM ADMIN 30-SEP-94 12-94-011-07-001 FY 93 U.S. DOL CONSOLIDATED 2 1 0
OASAM ADMIN 26-MAR-93 12-934316-07-001 COMBINING SCHED NET ADVANCES _ 1 0
OASAM ADMIN 02-SEP-94 12-944312-07-001 DOL CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STMTS 1 12 0
OASAM ADMIN 24-AUG-94 12-94-028-07-001 O.M. FINANCIAL REPORT t 1 0
OASAM COMP 30-SEP-93 12-93-011-07-710 FY 92 WORKING CAPITAL FUND I 3 0
BLS ADMIN 30-SEP-93 12-93-009-114301 BLS FY 92 FINANCIAL STATEMENTS _ 4 0
OASAM OPGM 30-SEP-91 18-91-035-07-735 OIC OF AMERICA s 13 481,785
OASAM OPGM 19-AUG-94 18-94-019-07-735 OIC OF AMERICA s 3 554,867
MULTI ALLDOL 27-JUL-94 05-94-116-50-598 MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 2 1 0
MULTI ALLDOL II-AUG-94 09-94-579-50-598 STATE OF ALASKA? 3 754,502
Pending Indirect Cost Negotiations:
ETA OJC 10-SEP-92 18-92-027433-370 LEO A. DALY e 2 210,695
ETA OJC 04-MAR-94 18-94-009-03-370 LEO A. DALY 6 1 231,610
ETA OJC 04-MAR-94 18-94-010-03-370 LEO A. DALY 6 1 274,400
ETA OJC 04-MAR-94 18-94-011-03-370 LEO A. DALY 6 1 116,565
OASAM OPGM 17-SEP-93 18-93-011-07-735 INTERNATIONAL MASONRY INST 7 3 100,184
OASAM OPGM 24-JUN-94 18-94-014-07-735 ILLINOIS MIGRANT COUNCIL 7 2 41,877
OASAM OPGM 27-AUG-94 18-94-021-07-735 WAVE IN,_ 3 1,206,216
TOTAL AUDIT EXCEPTIONS: 155 $14,791,550
Notes to "Unresolved Audits Over 6 Months"
tRecommendations were reviewed under their respective current FY 94 audits and remain unresolved.
2Unresolved pending a response to the final audit report.
Yl'he ETA section of the audit report is resolved. We are awaiting information from other DOL agencies to resolve this report.
'OIG disagreed with ETA's Final Determination. OIG provided ETA with copies of workpapers related to the audit to be used to resolve the
audit.
Yl'he audit is currently under the Department's Alternative Dispute Resolution process as authorized by the Administrative Dispute Resolution Act.
6Indirect cost negotiations delayed pending legal clearance.
7Pending completion of indirect cost negotiations and closure.
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FINAL AUDIT REPORTS nSSUED
01-OCT-94 TO 31-MAR-95
Date Sent
Audit to Program
Report Number Agency Program Agency Name of AuditJAuditee
02-95-231-01-010" OSEC ASP 16..MAR-95 BOSTON UNIVERSITY - SA
02-95-22803-340 ETA JTPA 13-MAR-95 MAINETECHNICAL COLLEGE SYSTEM - SA
02-95-232-03-340 ETA JTPA 31-MAR-95 AUDIT OF JTPA TITLE! III RETRAININGSERVICES PY 1991
02-95-227-03-355" ETA DINAP 15-MAR-95 RHODE ISLANDINDIANCOUNCIL, INC. - SA
02-95-230-03-380 ETA SPPD 28-MAR-95 CITY OF WATERBURY, CONNECTICUT - SA
02-95-201-04-431 ESA FECA 31-MAR-95 FY 93 FECASPECIALBENEFIT FUND
02-95-225-10-101 OSHA OSHAG 13-MAR-95 THE GENERAL HOSPITALCORP., MASS GENERAL HOSPITAL- SA
02-95-233-10-101 OSHA OSHAG 28-MAR-95 THE GENERAL HOSPITALCORP., MASS. GENERAL - SA
02-95-224-11-111 BLS BLSG 13-MAR-95 WELLESLEYCOLLEGE - SA
02-95-202-50-598 MULTI AL/DOL 01-MAR-95 STATE OF RHODE ISLAND& PROVIDENCE PLANTATIONS - SA
02-95-215-50-598 MULTI AIJDOL 16-MAR-95 STATE OF CONNECTICUT - SA
02-95-223-50-598" MULTI AL/DOL 20-MAR-95 STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE -SA
02-95-226-50-598 MULTI AIJDOL 15-MAR-95 NATIONALBUREAUOF ECONOMIC RESEARCH, INC - SA
03-94-034-03-340 ETA JTPA 21-DEC-94 E&T PROGRAM'SCFO REPORTING OF PERFORMANCE MEASURES
03-94-021-50-598" MULTI AL/DOL 01-OCT-94 STATE OF WEST VIRGINIA6/30/92 - SA
03-95-007-50--598" MULTI AL/DOL 02-DEC-94 STATE OF WEST VIRGINIA6/30193- SA
04-95-007-03-325 ETA SESA 20-DEC-94 STATE OF ALABAMA* SA
04-95-003-03-340 ETA JTPA 22-DEC-94 SELECTED CONTRACTS CSRA EMPLOYMENT& TRAINING CONSORT.
04-95-005-03-340* ETA JTPA 27.-MAR-95 KENTUCKY DOMESTIC VIOLENCE ASSOCIATION - SA
04-95-013-03-340 ETA JTPA 28-FEB-95 AUDIT OF GA DEPT OF LABORJTPA FOLLOWUP SYSTEM
04-95-015-03-340" ETA JTPA 16-MAR-95 TENNESSEE OPPORTUNITY PROGRAMS, INC. - SA
04-95-021-03-340" ETA JTPA 28-MAR-95 NATIONALCONFERENCE OF BLACKMAYORS - SA
04-95-001-03-355" ETA DtNAP 17-MAR-95 EASTERN BANDOF CHEROKEE INDIANS- SA
04-95-002-03-355" ETA DINAP 10-NOV-94 SEMINOLE TRIBE OF FLORIDA, INC. - SA
04-95-009-03-355" ETA DINAP 23-JAN-95 UNITED SOUTH AND EASTERN TRIBES, INC. - SA
04-95-010-03-355* ETA DINAP 23-JAN-95 UNITED SOUTH AND EASTERN TRIBES, INC. - SA
04-95-014-03-355" ETA DINAP 22-FEB-95 GUILFORD NATIVEAMERICANASSOCIATION - SA
04-95-017-03-355" ETA DINAP 16-MAR-95 CATAWBA INDIANNATION - SA
04-95-004-03-365 ETA DFREP 21-NOV-94 KENTUCKY FARMWORKER PROGRAM - SA
04-95-012-03-365" ETA DFREP 16-MAR-95 WIL*LOW NONPROFIT HOUSING CORP, INC. - SA
04-95-018-03-365" ETA DFREP 28-MAR-95 TELAMON CORPORATION- SA
04-95-008-03-370 ETA OJC 23-MAR-95 EXAMINATIONOF JOB CORPS SIG INCIDENT REPORTING SYS
04-95-006-50-598 MULTI AIJDOL 07-DEC-94 STATE OF FLORIDA - SA
04-95-019-98-599" OT AGY NO/DOL 27-MAR-95 CITY OF LOUISVILLE- SA
05-95-005-.03-315 ETA UIS 05-OCT-04 DISASTER UNEMPLOYMENTASSISTANCE
05-95-109-03-350" ETA OSTP 10-MAR-95 PREP, INCORPORATED - SA
05-95-110-03-350" ETA OSTP 14-MAR-95 PREP, INCORPORATI'D - SA
05-95-101-03-355" ETA DINAP 04-NOV-94 MILWAUKEEAREA AMERICANINDIANMANPOWER COUNCIL - SA
05-95-102-03-355" ETA DINAP 18-NOV-94 MINNEAPOLISAMERICAN INDIAN CENTER, INC. - SA
05-95-103-03-355" ETA DINAP 28-NOV-94 WISCONSIN INDIANCONSORTIUM - SA
05-95-104-03-355" ETA DINAP 09-JAN-95 AMERICAN INDIANOIC, INC. - SA
05-95-201-03-355 ETA DINAP 25-OCT-94 LAC COURTE OREILLES BANDOF CHIPPEWA INDIANS - SA
05-95-204-03-355 ETA DINAP 29-NOV-94 RED LAKEBAND OF CHIPPEWA INDIANS - SA
05-95-205-03-355 ETA DINAP 30-NOV-94 LEECH LAKERESERVATION - SA
"DOL hascognizantresponsibilityfor specificentitiesunderthe SingleAuditAct. Reportslistedandasteriskedaboveindicatethose entitiesfor which
DOL hascognizance.More than oneaudit reportmay have beenissuedor transmittedfor an entityduringthistime period. Reportsare issuedon the
typefundingandthe agency/programresponsibleforresolution.
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FINAL AUDIT REPORTS ISSUED
01-OCT-94 TO 31-MAR-95
DateSent
Audit to Program
Report Number Agency Program Agency Name of Audit/Audltee
05-95-207-03-355 ETA DINAP 15-DEC-94 LACDU FLAMBEAUBANDOF CHIPPEWA INDIANS - SA
05-95-209-03-355 ETA DINAP 09.JAN-95 ONEIDATRIBE OF INDIANS OF WISCONSIN - SA
05-95-210-03-355 ETA DINAP 08-MAR-95 WHITE EARTHRESERVATION - SA
05-95-211-03-355 ETA DINAP 30-MAR-95 SAULT STE. MARIETRIBE OF CHIPPEWA INDIANS- SA
05-95-105-03-365" ETA DFREP 23-JAN-95 MIDWEST FARIVlWORKEREMPLOYMENTAND TRAINING, INC. - SA
05-95-106-03-365" ETA DFREP 10-MAR-95 PROTEUS EMPLOYMENTOPPORTUNITIES, INC. - SA
05-95-107-03-365" ETA DFREP 01-MAR-95 SER CORPORATION - SA
05-95-108-03-365° ETA DFREP 06-MAR-95 SER CORPORATION - SA
05-95-111-03-365" ETA DFREP 24-MAR-95 RURALMISSOURI, INC - SA
05-95-001-06-001 MSHA ADMIN 18-NOV-94 MSHAFY93 PERFORMANCEMEASURES
05-95-002-06-001 MSHA ADMIN 09.DEC-94 MSHAFY93 INTERNALCNTRL/COMPLIANCEREPORTS
05-95-003-10-001 OSHA ADMIN 21-DEC-94 OSHAFY93 PERFORMANCEMEASURES
05-95-004-10-001 OSHA ADMIN 17-JAN-95 OSHAFY93 INTERNAL CONTROL COMPLIANCEREPORTS
05-95-202-50-598 MULTI AL/DOL 01-NOV-94 DETROIT, MICHIGAN- SA
05-95-203-50-598 MULTI AL/DOL 02-NOV-94 MILWAUKEECOUNTY, WISCONSIN - SA
05-95-206-50-598 MULTI AL/DOL 05-DEC-94 MISSOURI,STATE OF - SA
05-95-208-50-598 MULTI AL/DOL 19.DEC-94 OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY - SA
06-95-106-03-340" ETA JTPA 14-DEC-94 ARC OF THE US. - SA
06-94-102-03-355" ETA DINAP 25-OCT-94 INTER-TRIBALCOUNCIL OF LOUISIANA,INC - SA
06-95-102-03-355" ETA DINAP 09.NOV-94 AMERICAN INDIANCENTER OF ARKANSAS,INC - SA
06-95-103-03-355° ETA DINAP 09.NOV-94 OKLAHOMATRIBALASSISTANCE PROGRAM,INC - SA
06-95-113-03-355° ETA DINAP 29-MAR-95 INTER-TRIBALCOUNCIL OF LOUISIANA,INC - SA
06-95-200-03-355 ETA DINAP 13-OCT-94 CHOCTAW NATION oSA
06-95-201-03-355 ETA DINAP 13-OCT-94 MUSCOGEE (CREEK) NATION - SA
06-95-202-03-355 ETA DINAP 13-OCT-94 CITIZEN BANDOF POTAWATOMI INDIANSOF OK - SA
06-95-203-03-355 ETA DINAP 13-OCT-94 LOWER BRULESIOUX TRIBE - SA
06-95-205-03-355 ETA DINAP 19.OCT-94 PONCATRIBE OF OKLAHOMA- SA
06-95-206-03-355 ETA DINAP 07-NOV-94 ASSINIBOINE&SIOUX TRIBES - SA
06-95-207-03-355 ETA DINAP 07-NOV-94 CHICKASAWNATION - SA
06-95-208-03-355 ETA DINAP 07-NOV-94 CHEYENNE RIVER SIOUX TRIBE - SA
06-95-209-03-355 ETA DINAP 07-NOV-94 OSAGENATION - SA
06-95-210-03-355 ETA DINAP 07-NOV-94 DEVILSLAKESIOUX TRIBE - SA
06-95-211-03-355 ETA DINAP 14-NOV-94 ALABAMA-COUSHATTAINDIANRESERVATION° SA
06-95-213-03-355 ETA DINAP 22-NOV-94 OTOE-MISSOURI TRIBE OF INDIANS- SA
06-95-214-03-355 ETA DINAP 09-DEC-94 TONKAWA TRIBE OF OKLAHOMA- SA
06-95-215-03-355 ETA DINAP 15-DEC-94 CONFEDERATED SALISH& KOOTENAI TRIBES - SA
06-95-21603-355 ETA DINAP 15-DEC-94 UNITEDSIOUX TRIBES DEVELOPMENTCORP - SA
06-95-217-03-355 ETA DINAP 20-DEC-94 CHIPPEWA CREE TRIBE - SA
06-95-218-03-355 ETA DINAP 21-DEC-94 THREE AFFILIATEDTRIBES - SA
05-95-219-03-355 ETA DINAP 25-DEC-94 OSAGENATION - SA
06-95-220-03-355 ETA DINAP 03-JAN-95 MESCALEROAPACHE TRIBE - SA
06-95-221-03-355 ETA DINAP 05-JAN-95 INTER-TRIBALCOUNCIL, INC. - SA
06-95-222-03-355 ETA DINAP 06-JAN-95 NORTHERN CHEYENNE TRIBE - SA
06-95-223-03-355 ETA DINAP 10-JAN-95 OGLALASIOUX TRIBE - SA
06-95-224-03-355 ETA DINAP 17-JAN-95 UTE MOUNTAIN UTE TRIBE - SA
06-95-225-03-355 ETA DINAP 17-JAN-95 RAMAHNAVAJOSCHOOL BOARD,INC ° SA
06-95-228-03-355 ETA DINAP 31-JAN-95 STONE CHILDCOLLEGE - SA
06-95-230-03-355 ETA DINAP 14-FEB-95 ROSEBUD SIOUX TRIBE - SA
06-95-231-03-355 ETA DINAP 14-FEB-95 ROSEBUD SIOUX TRIBE - SA
06-95-232-03-355 ETA DINAP 03-MAR-95 DEVILSLAKESIOUX TRIBE - SA
06-95-233-03-355 ETA , DINAP 03-MAR-95 YSLETA DEL SUR PUEBLO- SA
06-95-234-03-355 ETA DINAP 07-MAR-95 PUEBLOOF LAGUNA - SA
06-95-235-03-355 ETA DINAP 10-MAR-95 BLACKFEETTRIBE - SA
06-95-237-03-355 ETA DINAP 17-MAR-95 SISSETON-WAHPETON SIOUX TRIBE - SA
06-95-23803-355 ETA DINAP 20-MAR-95 COMANCHE INDIANTRIBE - SA
06-95-239-03-355 ETA DINAP 23-MAR-95 STANDINGROCK SIOUX TRIBE - SA
06-95-240-03-355 ETA DINAP 27-MAR-95 FORT BELKNAPINDIANCOMMUNITY - SA
06-95-241-03-355 ETA DINAP 27-MAR-95 UTE INDIANTRIBE - SA
06-95-242-03-355 ETA DINAP 28-MAR-95 TURTLE MOUNTAIN BANDOF CHIPPEWA INDIANS - SA
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06-95-100-03-365" ETA DFREP 20-OCT-94 TIERRA DEL SOL HOUSING CORPORATION - SA
06-95-101-03-365" ETA DFREP 07-NOV-94 RURALEMPLOYMENTOPPORTUNITIES, INC. - SA
06-95-104-03-365" ETA DFREP 14-NOV-94 NW COMMUNITYACTION PROGRAMSOF WY, INC. - SA
06-95-105-03-365" ETA DFREP 12-DEC-94 HOME EDUCATION LIVELIHOOD PROGRAM, INC. - SA
06-95-111-03-365" ETA DFREP 01-FEB-95 ORO DEVELOPMENTCORP - SA
06-95-112-03-365" ETA DFREP 03-FEB-95 ARKANSASHUMANDEVELOPMENT CORP - SA
06-95-204-06-601 MSHA GRTEES 13-OCT-94 NM INSTITUTE OF MINING &TECHNOLOGY - SA
06-95-107-50-598" MULTI AUDOL 04-JAN-95 NEW MEXICO DEPARTMENT OF LABOR - SA
06-95-108-50-598" MULTI AL/DOL 10-JAN-95 ARKANSASDEPARTMENT OF LABOR- SA
06-95-109-50-598" MULTI AL/DOL 19-JAN-95 WYOMING DEPARTIVIENTOF EMPLOYMENT- SA
06-95-110-50-598" MULTI AL/DOL 02-FEB-95 ARKANSASEMPLOYMENTSECURITY DEPARTMENT - SA
06-95-212-50-598 MULTI AL/DOL 23-NOV-94 STATE OF TEXAS - SA
06-95-226-50-598 MULTI AL/DOL 31-JAN-95 STATE OF SOUTH DAKOTA - SA
06-95-227-50-598 MULTI ALiDOL 30-JAN-95 STATE OF COLORADO - SA
06-95-226-50-598 MULTI AI.K)OL 31-JAN-95 STATE OF OKLAHOMA- SA
06-95-236-50-598 MULTI AL/DOL 17-MAR-95 STATE OF MONTANA - SA
09-95-500-03-340* ETA JTPA 21-OCT-94 CITY OF LOS ANGELES - SA
09-95-546-03-340* ETA JTPA 28-MAR-95 CENTER FOR INDEPENDENT LIVING- SA
09-94-595-03-355° ETA DINAP 03-OCT-94 AFFILIATIONOF ARIZONA INDIANCENTERS - SA
09-95-501-03-355 ETA DINAP 26-OCT-94 THE HOPITRIBE - SA
09-95-502-03-355 ETA DINAP 26-OCT-94 THE HOPITRIBE - SA
09-95-503-03-355 ETA DINAP 26-OCT-94 CONFEDERATED TRIBES-COLVILLERES. - SA
09-95-504-03-355 ETA DINAP 26-OCT-94 CONFEDERATED TRIBES-UMATILLA IND. RES. - SA
09-95-505-03-355 ETA DINAP 26-OCT-94 KOOTENAI TRIBE OF IDAHO- SA
09-95-506-03-355 ETA DINAP 26-OCT-94 SHOSHONE-BANNOCKTRIBES, INC. - SA
09-95-507-03-355 ETA DINAP 26-OCT-94 SHOSHONE-BANNGCKTRIBES, INC. - SA
09-95-508-03-355 ETA DINAP 26-OCT-94 SHOSHONE-BANNCCK TRIBES, INC. - SA
09-95-509-03-355 ETA DINAP 26-OCT-94 SHOSHONE-BANNOCKTRIBES, INC. - SA
09-95-511-03-355 ETA DINAP 06-NOV-94 SALT RIVER PIMA-MARICOPAINDIANCOMMUNITY - SA
09-95-514-03-355 ETA DINAP 13-JAN-95 CENTRAL COUNCIL OF THE TLINGIT & HAIDA - SA
06-95-516-03-355 ETA DINAP 13-JAN-95 SEATTLE INDIANCENTER - SA
09-95-516-03-355° ETA DINAP 03-FEB-95 PHOENIX INDIANCENTER - SA
09-95-520-03-355 ETA DINAP 08-MAR-95 PUYALLUPTRIBE OF INDIANS(4368) - SA
09-95-521-03-355" ETA DINAP 06-FEB-95 CALIFORNIA INDIANMANPOWER CONSORTIUM - SA
09-95-522-03-355" ETA DINAP 06-FEB-95 AMERICANINDIANCOMMUNITY CENTER - SA
09-95-523-03-355* ETA DINAP 06-FEB-95 ORGANIZATION OF THE FORGOTTEN AMERICAN- SA
09-95-524-03-355* ETA DINAP 06-FEB-95 SOUTHERN CALIFORNIAINDIAN CENTER - SA
09-95-525-03-355* ETA DINAP 15-FEB-95 INDIANDEVELOPMENT DISTRICT OF ARIZONA° SA
09-95-526-03-355" ETA DINAP 15-FEB--95 INDIANDEVELOPMENT DISTRICT OF ARIZONA- SA
09-95-527-03-355* ETA DINAP 15-FEB-95 INDIANDEVELOPMENT DISTRICT OF ARIZONA- SA
09-95-528-03-355" ETA DINAP 15-FEB-95 INDIANDEVELOPMENT DISTRICT OF ARIZONA- SA
09-95-529-03-355* ETA DINAP 06-FEB-95 INDIANHUMAN RESOURCE CENTER - SA
09-96-531-03-355 ETA DINAP 06-FEB-95 TANANACHIEFS CONFERENCE - SA
09-95-533-03-355 ETA DINAP 06-FEB-95 KODIAKAREA NATIVEASSOCIATION - SA
09-95-534-03-355* ETA DINAP 06-FEB-95 AMERICAN INDIANC,ENTER OF SANTACLARA VALLEY - SA
09-95-535-03-355* ETA DINAP 15-FEB-95 CALIFORNIA INDIANMANPOWER CONSORTIUM - SA
09-95-536-03-355 ETA DINAP 15-FEB-95 ASSOCIATIONOF VILLAGE COUNCIL PRESIDENTS - SA
09-95-537-03-355* ETA DINAP 22-FEB-95 CALIFORNIA INDIANMANPOWER CONSORTIUM - SA
09-95-536-03-355 ETA DINAP 22-FEB-95 KAWERAK,INC. - SA
09-95-539-03-355 ETA DINAP 07-MAR-95 CONF. TRIBES OF THE SILETZ INDIANSOF OREGON - SA
09-95-540-03-355 ETA DINAP 07.-MAR-95 CONF. TRIBES OF THE StLETZ INDIANSOF OREGON - SA
09-95-541-03-355 ETA DINAP 07-MAR-95 SHOSHONE-PAIUTETRIBES OF THE DUCK VALLEYRES - SA
09-95-542-03-355 ETA DINAP 07-MAR-95 CONF. TRIBES OF THE WARM SPRINGS RES. OF OR. - SA
09-95-543-03-355 ETA DINAP 08-MAR-95 PUYALLUP TRIBE O,FINDIANS (4569) - SA
09-95-545-03-355 ETA DINAP 28-MAR-95 WHITE MOUNTAIN APACHE TRIBE - SA
09-95-547-03-360* ETA DOWP 29-MAR-95 ASOCIACION NACIONALPOR PERSONASMAYORES - SA
09-95-510-03-355" ETA DFREP 26-OCT-94 OFFICE OF RURALAND FARMWORKER HOUSING - SA
09-95-517-03-355" ETA DFREP 13-JAN-95 SELF-HELP ENTERPRISES - SA
09-95-519-03-355° ETA DFREP 06-FEB-95 CENTER FOR EMPLOYMENTTRAINING - SA
09-95-530-03-365 ETA DFREP 06-FEB-95 CHISPA- SA
09-95-532-03-355 ETA DFREP 06-FEB-95 MAUl ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY, INC. - SA
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09-95-544-03-365 ETA DFREP 21-MAR-95 CHISPA- SA
09-95-518-03-370" ETA OJC 13-JAN-95 YWCA OF GREATER LOSANGELES - SA
09-95-513-12-001 PVVBA ADMIN 13-JAN-95 THE RAND CORPORATION- SA
09-95-512-50-598 MULTI AL/DOL 16-DEC-94 STATE OF NEVADA (4551) - SA
17-95-005-01-001 OSEC ADMIN 24-MAR-98 IMPROVEDEPARTMENTALCRIMINALENFORCEMENT PROGRAMS
17-95-001_)7-001 OASAM ADMIN 15-DEC-94 DOL NEEDS TO INITIATEAND FACILITATECHANGES IN MANAGEMENT
17-95-002-07-730 OASAM DAPP 10-MAR-95 COMPLIANCEWITH SECTION 160 OF THE 1992 ENERGY POLICYACT
17-95-003-11-001 BLS ADMIN 08-DEC-94 CNTRLS OVER UNAUTHORIZED SFTWARE &COMPUTER VIRUSES IN BLS
18-95-010-03-360 ETA DOWP 07-MAR-95 NATIONAL URBANLEAGUE
18-95-004-03-365 ETA DFREP 22-NOV-94 AMERICASCORPORATION
18-95-007-03-365 ETA DFREP 08-FEB-95 ASSOCIATION OF F_ORKERS OPPORTUNITY PROGRAMS
18-95-008-03-365 ETA DFREP 01-MAR-95 CALIFORNIA HUMANDEVELOPMENTCORPORATION
18-95-013-03-365 ETA DFREP 31-MAR-95 MISSISSIPPIDELTA COUNCIL
18-95-005-03-370 ETA OJC 07-DEC-94 TRANSPORTATIONCOMMUN. INTERNATIONALUNION - PERF.
18-95-001-07-735 OASAM OPGM 04-NOV-94 HOME BUILDERSINSTITUTE - FY 1989
18-95-002-07-735 OASAM OPGM 04-NOV-94 HOME BUILDERS INSTITUTE - FYS 90-91
18-95-003-07-735 Oh.SAM OPGM 11-NOV-94 HOME BUILDERS - CRAFT SKILLS/MATH
18-95009-07-735 OASAM OPGM 03-MAR-95 CALIFORNIA HUMANDEVELOPMENT CORPORATION-IK
18-95-011-07-735 OASAM OPGM 31-MAR-95 NGA - F'YS 1992-93
18-95-012-07-735 OASAM OPGM 31-MAR-95 MOTIVATION EDUCATION AND TRAINING, INC.
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